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ti be optimistic. Nevertheless, b-ig. I-1 serves to place the var.:,ous emitters
in a relative order with respect to temperature. Accordingly, oxide cath-
odes should be the most desirable _ype of emitters and dispenser cathodes
would rate second.
_ During the contract period covered by th,s report, emphasis was
._o placed upon the development of low work function cathodes which not only
:_: endure the intensive ion bombardment but a!so remain in an equilibrium
state ofactiv;_tion over long time periods while subjected to a discharge
environment. A[ ',he outset, a survey was taken of the various er_vironrnen-
tal factors which cats affect the performance of a cathode in a discharge. It
was found that, in addition to ion bombardment, the presence of a plasma
sherth adjacent to the cathode is of major importance. Indeed, the fields o4
the sheath are of such magnitude that up to current densities of many A/cm",
emission from the cathode remains temperature limited. If the emissive
layer is too thick, resistive heating of the layer by the emission currents
becomes important, The associated increase in temperature raises the
electron emission which, in turn, leads to still morp heating. This ther-
mal runaway is well known, and ultimately causes the destruction of the
emissive layer.
In Section III the emission density or arc current {for a given
cathode design) is found to be a function of other parameters, in addition to
the cathode heating power. Three of these parameters are resistive heating
in the emissive layer, mercury flow rate, and arc power. Since a portion
of the arc power is dissipated in the cathode, the cathode temperature is
determined partially by the arc power level. The mercury flow determines
the plasma density, and hence the sheath width. As a result, the arc
current is a function of the cathode heating power, resistive heating, arc
power, and haercury flow.
In the course of this contract, cathodes of several different de-
signs were evaluated. Common to all designs was an optimization of the
thickness of the emissive layer, such that runaway could not become a prob-
- lem, while sufficient emissive material was available to avoid depletion by
sputtering in less than I0,000 hours. The designs differed with respect to
the method by which a large store of emissive material was kept and was
: made available under ion bombardment, while avo;.ding the excessive elec-
trical and thermal resistance lesponsible for runaway and arcing in con- - ..... -
- ventional thi£k coatings. The essential features of these designs, as well
as their merits and faults, are summarized here.
'J 0
_nitially, an approach was considered in which a specially tailored
porous matrix was to be utilized. As in dispenser cathodes, the emissive '
material was to be embedded in the pores of the matrix and made available
at the surface by diffusion and migration. A semi-quantitative analysis of
the mechanisms involved made it clear that the requi-red high rate° of'dis-
" pensation could not be achieved with the coarse structures of crdinary cath-.
ode matrices. In fact, even_matrices composed of the finest known fungsten
powders seemed marginal: _This ,was consider4d_too uncertain to warrant --
further pursuit of the dispenser cathode concept.
II
L
v II
,,
U
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At a later time during the contract, NASA LeRC supplied several
[ ccm.vc,ltional dispenser cathodes for tests in _1 Kaufman 1on thrustor. As!d_
•} from unexpected periodic endssion bursts in the initial phases of their life
t cvcle, these cathodes behaved just as would have been expected. In orderto eniit, they had to be maintair_ed considerably above the recommendedoperating temperature. Considering the large pore separation in conven-
tional matrices, only a small fraction of the surface should have been cover-
ed with emissive material. Thus, the high operating temperature was re-
required for (1) suffic_.ent total emission from this small fraction of covered
surface and (2) diffusion of sufficient emitting material to the surface to over-
come the losses. All dispenser cathodes tested consumed large quantities of
neater power and failed prematurely due te heater failures.
The concept used in a second configuration was to take advantage of a
geornetrical shielding effect against the impacting ions. A ribbon shaped oxide
cathode was folded into a compact volume and was exposed to the discharge
plasma only at one edge. This led to a reduction in the ion impact rate by
about one order of magnitude and it permitted the use of coatings sufficiently
thzr_ to exclude runaway heating. In the course of this contract, four versions
of this cathode type, called "Flower Cathode, " were designed and about 19
sample cathodes were tested. The results obtained were very favorable and
the flower cathode is presently considered the most promising cathode type
d_.veloped under this contract. The latest version, utilizing an oxide coating
t, of nickel encapsulated barium oxide particles for increased coating conduc-
tivity, has passed a 1000 hour test in actual thrustor operation. It showed no
signs of deterioration in emission in spite of exposure to air after 800 hours
because of a'feed system failure.
While the suitability of the flower cathodes for use in Kaufman engines
has thus been demonstrated, several further improvements seem advisable.
At present, flower cathodes consume on the order of 35 W/A of emitted cur-
rent, which is high. The average emission density has been maintai, d at
-,,, about 0,.25A/cruZ which:is a proven ,valuefor oxide cathodes in vacuum tubes.
,,,. Any significantincrease above this level would benefit the power efficiency
•':' substantially. Tests of limited duration at increased emission rates have in-
" dicated that flower cathodes coated with nickel encapsulated barium oxide may
. . ,,__ , well be able to operate at subst_-ntiallyincreased current densities without
da'nnage to the oxide by resistive overheating. Future work toward higher
emission density operation should include a study of'theeffect'sof varying the
thickness of the nickel encapsulating the barium oxide particles. The emission_
dvnsity, witho_utdestructive overheating, Will be _tfunction of this nickel en- v
capsula_t thickne ss. ,,
tA
Another area of potential improvements is the choice of ribbon ma-
"te-rial;_ So far, mesh composed of cathode nickel has been used exclusively.
,One of the ear13rfl_bwercathodes failedafter 850 hours of vperati6n due to ......
breakage of the rnesh.. This caused some concern About the reliabilityof the _
-_ me__h. Since then, a four times heavier mesh made of a nici_elalloy with su-
perior strer_gthhas b_eeni_sed.'A more 'recerit,additional fail_re invol_ing "-' o
mesh ,burn Out should not be attributed,.tothe mesh. It occurred while the
• osystem pres'sure had risen to about l Torr. At this high pressure_ the cathode
must haye become inactive.tedand.the aru can _be assumed,to have _ocused upon
_,a small region of the mesh which then overheated and burned out. Another ,,o
shortcoming of nickel mesh i_;_ts.tendency to sag in long term Operation. AI-
,. o
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together, it would seem an appropriate precaution, therefore, to consider
other, higher melting mesh materials, for exar, a,ple, tungsten.
The concept une'erlying the third approach wa.,' to use a thick slab
of emissive material., rendered more conductive through interspaced threads
of conductive material. The emission currents were expected to follow the
conductive paths up to the emitter surface where they would branch out into
barium oxide gains and be emitted. Under ion bombardment, the entire slab
was to wen,- down gradually, tcgetner with the conductive inclusions.
This concept has led to the development of the so-called "Disk
Cathode. " As the label implies, this cathode type utilizes disks as the con-
ductive medium. A thick slab is manufactured by stacking up a large number
of disks, each coated with barium oxide. The disks must be extremely thin in
order to wear down uniforml/with the oxide. This requirement turns out to be
rather critical. While the electrical conductivity of even the thinnest disks is
quite sufficient, the heat flow along these disks encounters a considerable im-
pedance. This results kn a large temperature gradient across the slab which,
in turn, leads to inefficient heater power utilizatilon. In several tests, disk
cathodes performed well _ electron emitters; however_ their power consump-
tion was undesirably high I_ecause of the heat flo_ problem.
Undoubtedly, in:Jprovement of the disk cathode concept is possible. On
all earlier built disk cathodes, the heater has beer_ mounted in the rear of the
oxide slab. If the heater were to be buried inside ithe disk stack, the heater
power would be utilized considerably more efficiently a,nda more useful cath-
ode would result.
The last approach, under this contract wa;S a: prehmlnary attempt to
utilize nickel encapsulated barium oxide in a thick emitter slab configuration.
This cathode type was developed after the heat c0nductance problem with disk
cathodes arose. Therefore, a cup Shaped configuration .with the heater on the
iDside was adopted. The outsid e of a nickel cup was coated with a heavy lawyer
of nickel encapsulated bariurri o_ide. Initially, this "Cup Cathode" functioned
satisfactorily. However, a_ter some life testing the heater powex had to be
raised s ubstantxally to maintain the emxssxon current. Thxs ever_tually result- ,:.
ed in a heater failure. Post mortem inspection revealed_that the coating had
flaked off the nickel support. This led to the conclusion that. thenickel encap-
Osul_nt, surrounding the barium Oxide grains was not sufficiently thick to pre-
, _) ,,
vent flaking. It should be added that th_ emissive layer used here was about
10 times as thick as that of the latest type of flower _athode. Obviously, the
. cup cathode will require further_,_ievelopment effort in order to determine the .
" optimum nickel encapsulant thickness for these thick oxide emissive layers.
o u
The results obtained during the contract mayobe summarized as fol-o
low§: The basic problems, from which cathodes in a discharge environment _
_i" suffer, have been elucidated. Several workable concepts for economical and
_ durable ca, thodes have been evolved. Many test cathodes.,were built and oper- "_
ated'. TI_ test results suggest that at least one cathode type, the flower cath- °
ode wir_ nickel eficapsulated barium oxide, °has reached an ad_anced status,
and tha_ prototype cathode can _,be:_p_ to use confidently in Kaufman ion
thrustor s. -_ ._ ,_ °' ".:,
o (_ ,. ,
.... _/_,o .... _, _ "
"_ 5 .'_' ""
t) ,, 0 "_ - ' ,, . o .- ,:
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II. PHYSICAL CONCEPTS
When thermionic cathodes are operated in a discharge plasma, they
are subjected to intense ion bombardment. Such bombardment causes rapid
removal of the cathode coating and thereby leads to premature loss of
emission. Observations by Kerslake,4 for example, have shown that the
svrface of oxide cathodes which were operated in a mercury plasma became
eroded at the rate of one monolayer every 4 sec. With a plasma density of
the order of 1012 particles/cm 3, an ion temperature equivalent to 1V and a _
_charge potential of 40V, this corresponded to a sputtering rate of 5 x I0 -3
atoms/ion for 40V mercury ions. In contrast, typical metals sputter at the
rate of 10 -4 to 10 .5 atoms/ion under 40V mercury ion bombardment.
This significant difference between metals and BaO cannot be ex-
plained on the basis of the familiar laws for low energy sputtering. Accord-
ing to Wehner, 5 the sputtering rates should vary inversely with the heat of
sublimation. For typical metals, the latter quantity possesses values be-
t_ ce_ Z and 8 eV. With a heat of sublimation of 3.8 eV, 6 the sputtering
rate of BaO should be comparable to that of metals.
A possible explanation for the anomalously high sputtering rates of
BaO may be advanced along the lines considered by Yoshida, et al., 7 for
the evolu_.ion of barium from BaO under electron impact. Acc-_r-dlng to
these authors, most of the kinetic energy of the impacting electrons is
expended in the production of hole-electron pairs. Holes and electrons
diffuse about the BaO crystal and eventually recombine. Some annihilate
at the surface and their energy becomes available for the ejection of barium
and oxygen atoms. In BaO the valence band is approximately 3.8V below
the conduction band, 8 so that each hole-electron pair carries an energy of
_'. 8 eV. The heat of sublimation of the reaction
BaO (s) -, 1/Z 0_(g) +,=Ba(g)
r_ o
. :,.... L_approximately 4. 5, eV. 9 Hence, 'hole-electron recombination at the sur-
face c&n almost completely supply the energy of disa,ssociation. The small
O. 7 eV defidency can be made up thermally, o
Presumably, 'asimilar process takes place under ion"b,omb_ment. ,:
It is well known that niost of the _inetic energy of h'npacting 1,_v energy ionsq) .
, is used up.in the generation of hole-electron pairs. Since ions penetrate
B.much less..deeplyinto the crystal than electrons of comparable ertergi_s, the ,:.."
!! -number of holes reaching the surface-{and, hence,, the numl_er ofJiari_'n ,
_ atoms liberated) will be considerably larger in the case o_ logs. This is in
gejaeral agr, eemer_t_.with the experime_ata ! results.. Yoshida ,has observeda. _ _.,:.--¢
_ ,. °pr'oduction rate of approximately I0 -° barium" atoms ,,pe r impacting .40 eV .,.
"electron. This c,ompares" witl_ 5 X 10 "3''atOms ,per, 40 eV mercury ion. o :.
v L •
u
,/% " - ,_ ,, _';"" °' ° '- " - - ,_;, _Lo,
, _'_':'_ - 7 _ -
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In addition, the described free barimn generation mechanism ,nay
explain the ease with which oxide cathodes in discharge plasmas can be
activated. It has been observed, for example, that new cathodes can be
activatcd simply by increasing the temperature to the operating level and
initiating the arc plasma. Similarly, oxide cathodes using a passive nickel
base have been found to activate readily, even though they lack the usual
activators. (These activators have the task of generating free barium atoms
which then diffuse into the BaO lattice and provide the donor states required
to render the crystal semiconducting.) Both observations suggest that some
of the free barium atoms generated by hole-electron pair annihilation diffuse
into the BaO lattice and provide the required donor population.
The number of barium atoms diffusing into the lattice is small
compared with that evaporating into vacuum. This is evident from a com-
parison of the evaporation rate 10 of 4 _g/cm g or 5.5 x 1012 barium atoms]
cm 2 sec with the diffusion rate as given by
S = -D ----:_dx
where
D =-diffusion constant ,.
and
dc
dx = barium concentration gradient. _'!
For a monolayer at the surface of a 1001_ thick Coating dc/dx -_ 4 x 1016
" 11 ' _ * 'barium_, atoms/cm 3, and D = Z. 5 x 10 11 cmZ/sec, the diffusion becomes
S = 10 ° barium atoms/cm z sec, which is considerablY!ess_ than the evapor-
ation rate. Using the above mentioned loss rate of 0. ZS:monolayers/sec, the
' total _oss of BaO during a lifetime of, e.g., 10,000 hour's amounts to 0.5
g/cm _. This constitutes an oxide layer 0.5 cm thick. U_fortunately, such ,
a large layer thickness is not compatible with sound cathode.construction
practice. The difficulty arises from th'e fact that the semico_ducting oxide ,-
a finite electrical resistance. The em_,ssion Cttrrent l_ssinglayer possesses
through this layer generates heat. The resulting rise ih temperature" causes
.. the emission to increase, which itl turn 2ncreases the _rrent:fiow through..,
the cathdde. Tlaus, a runaway condition arises which l]_adsto autocath'odei
operation (alsa, called "sparking"). Observations by'-K_:_slake+have "sti_'n
that overheating usually occurs ,in Spots_L,thao_ these spCgs frequently change
location, and that the o---', Rll"activity,of fZae-c'_thode e_centually be_i_is to
deteriorate.° ...... ' _ : o ,to
,. t:....";.... + ' ' "° "' _ ':°" : , ,i_,g,','_/-
_, " +,To prevent this undesirable eifect,.the_ide iay,e-rx_us,t be kepf'j++:-
'- Sufficientlythin. The .maximum tolerable thi_,knessmay__,e estimated as-'"
..°';;. follo_vs._ The heat"balance ,+in(he oxide-layer_is given by?Zthedqtiation •:_-
°o,/ P =' 4- + ,. ,_'"
" :. + -_, - 1"I. ...... ;'.._ . "
r. .:, ,, o . ,
+ ° .++ , .., ,, ."" " ':_" u o ¢a . . _ '
-, " '+.+ 7. ._, ,/, .,_ +. .+t+... ., - +_ +" Y
,,,, -.: + ,...... + u o / . :, ,_,_ -,..fJ ,, +
• + + '+' +- _c) _ +(' _) ,t. +
_'_+ ' + ' ' + " + 0 v . _ ,_ • ++ ,>" +,+ + + ,
,,- _ m: , -, " " + .., " + ,)',_+ + +o x, ' . + , ,+ i
=. ,) + + _ + % + + -, .
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where PT__is the beater input-power per square centimeter transmitted
through _fae oxide coating, JZR is the Joule heating by the emission current
in the coating, CT 4 is the heat radiation from the coating surface and
J(_ + 2k T/e) is the heat removed bythe emitted electrons. The standard
terminology is used here:
J = current density
R - resistance
C - radiation constants
= work function
k =- Boltzmann constant
T = tempe rature
e =- electron charge
Since the emission current density J varies exponentially with T,
the term CT 4 is relatively constant with constant heater power. Thus,
the above equation is essentially balanced when
1 ZkT
J'_ _+ _ _e R " " J
\l (, , <If the coating impedance R is expressed in terms of the volume resistivity, i/.,
p and thickness t, the latter relation can be written as "
t = -- . "
max J p
I ,,Invacuum devices, the current drawn between cathode and afiode is limiteddue to the presence of space charge. The maximum current density then,_'s
determined by tbe Child-Langmuir law
- V312 " _ ,. _:Cx ....
C "
o,, whereV.istheanode'poteptial,d theseparatio_betweencathodean_a,_._'
. ..and C a'_constant_forplar_ geometry..= _-,3x I0=u AIV31 _, In _..plasma,,the
situation is more complicated,, Here, the poteritialfk_.pplied between catl_ode:_ o "
° ,. and plasma, and the potential rise takes place across-the_L_sma sheath. The o o ,-
.. _wxdth of the sheath depends upon the .plasma density and plasi_a tempe rature.' " The -
°_ . flow_of electrons across this sheath'is influenced by the counterflow ofoi0ns'_rom o°
,,,o i - ° .- 9 " ,,, " " :: ° °.
I - _ °° ._/" "",i "°_ " ,.:. " -' -'°°'°- °"":.
• . ... . ,._o. , ., ° " , ", ° ':.. ," ._ .£ ..,,_.'_""]:'..'.'_>,,,./'./'._ :_'.,_.:.,i'/';'_.,_'_.._.,.:
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the plasma to the cathode. Both ions and electrons partially compensate
the other's space charge, so that the current flow is somewhat larger than
in the case of a vacuum diode of comparable gap width and voltage. Accord-
ing to Langmuir, 12 the limiting electron flow rate can be determined without
knowing the sheath width and voltage; it is given by
Je i ,
where J i is the random ion current density at the plasma edge:
1J. = N" e
i 4" " Vth '
Here, N is the plasma density and Vth the thermal ion velocity.
Introduction"of the last two equations into the expression,for t
yields maxf_
tma x = 4 _ x _' , ' pNe Vth , _-
1 3 ' '
.For a mercury plasma of 2 x 10 l_rticles/cm with a thermal ion
velocity of 10 9 cm]sec (equivalent to 1 eV thermal energy), for, an oxide
.:i' coating With a resistivityp ,ofI00 _l-cm, and for a work function_,16of
,,. I.5 eV', one obtains a maxivnurn ,coatingthickness tm of approximately
5x 10 3 crn. /, ,,
"' This smail COating thickiiessof less th&n 1() "2.... cm, required for .....
safe cathode operat_lon,, otivl, ousl_, is in e_onlhc,twlth the targ_ coating ,:
:, ,, thickness of,.0.5cm,,requlre,dfor BaO, s_or_ge against Sputter_losses. The
,,,, primary obje'c_veo£ this contract is to oyercome this:,incompatibil_ty. :, ,
.,Two novel cathode coKfiguratiot_s,the "FlOWer oCath_det,',_ndthe '"Disk " " :_"
Cathode, Uand. a,npve! tl_pe_ofactive m/_ate_i_1,the "Nickel Encapsulated Powder, 'L
,_ "._ _ ° . ' :o F , ° ° ,_ ° - _.
,,ha w been evolved to combine safc.':.0pera¢iona d sLkfficlen_,materlalstorage'
for long cathode l'_e. The principles of op._rati'on/of_h_s_ catl_odd_swi_l -
i'n0W be discussed"briefly..Test resultew_i _be p_dse_be_i£n Secti , .. •
•. v _._ , o , , L '- . . _. '"_ o o ,_ !! " o
,: . _#_ower tgatttoae o ° _" . : . - - " ' j ,_.... ;. o,_-G;.';:" _"' :;;' .:' ."/;.:!:"..: _
." .., I _'% '' ' . ,":" ',.... - -' .;' ':" _"....._,. ',:-', -._ "7..:/. "; ,
°_o,, _, The ion currer_t de'n ty which ,acatho_d_a_,.the . ofo&p, a.
" ,_ is ° bombarded ois gfqen by £ _ : o ,.
o• - ° "• _ , _ .// 2: "° o °
,q . " II ca _'*' " ,, I, _ _' " i: o ,, " - _ ..
: °:,.,:,- ° - ,,o , .....-_,, _o- l,..., o. ,. o -., °
. "" " -;* : _:" @_ • ,- ,. , "_o•,-'.o0,_ '" _ _ ' °7° " °u " ?_ " ; ° " o
•-i.. ,,_ .'" ",: , -_ ° "" •. ,3' .... 2 ', _ o _ -'::"_ _ " II '" " ., _ _ " " /_
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where N is the plasma density and Vth is the thermal ion velocity. If the
cathode surface is not flat, but contains folds (see Fig. II-1), the effective
bombarding current density may be reduced by a factor equal to the ratio
of the frontal to total cathode surface area. This reduction of ion born- .'
bardment density depends upon the distance from the cathode at which the
average cathode-bound ion i_ born. This dista_.ce must be large compared
with the separation between cathode folds. Ion production within that part
of the plasma which extends into the _rathode folds is then comparatively
small..Ions generated in the bulk of the plasma bombard the cathode sur-
face at',:":rate which depends upon the frontal to surface area ratio. A sur-
face ratio of 1:10, which is quite practical, permits reduction of the oxide
coating thickness from 0.5 cm(required for a lifetime of,10,000 hours) to
0.05 cm. This is still too large by a'factor of 10. If the cathode is con-
structed of,a folded wire mesh (see F_g. II-1), the coating thickness can be
reduced still further by another f_c'tor of the order of Z because of the
additional increase in s'urface area. Finally, the plasma density decreases
toward the back of the folds'._because of the progressive loss of ions)•
<, The'refore, the maximum permissible tm b_comes i,a.rger. At the .deep end
, of a fold which, for example, is ten times deeper than it is wide, the plas-
., mas density should have decreased by a_ orde.r of magr_itude; therefore, the
layer thickness could be as high as 0.05 cm, Therefore, if a layer of
varying thickness is addpted, increasing from 0. 005 cm thickness at the
front of the fold to 0.,05 cm at the rear (refer to Fig. HI-C)), ' sparking
should not be a problem and a full 10, 0,00 hour SUl_l_,ly .of BaO should be
. avaiMble. t, ,_'
In the dimens'ioning of the cathode folds it is of impo_•tance tb,ai" the
plasma be able to penetrate into the folds." Only .then will the cathode be '- ,,
a_le, to emi_ _s,ufficient numbers of electron_ in,to the plasma• Thee criti-
cal distance,._'s thus the Langmuir sheath width, which"is obtained from
Child-Lan_fiauirts law by solving for d L and introduci'_g ,_he expression ., '-'
given earher for the _andom chrrent density Ji, _ " . \_C,: _,),_<
. _ o , ,, ,,o = , > ].?
,T"
<.,,_' ., . . ., , '" ,,' , '- ' o _. ' ,7 , - .... .' -
_ In, order _hat the plasma"cat, penetrate ifito't:he folds, the_mast be at least -.'. :
L . o "_, two vtasma° sheath/_idths wide, With°a.piasma"defis_t_ _ N+'of L.x.-1._. t1_ "_: " _ _ '_:::"o
• " _; p_rticles]Cm 3"at the'deep end of I_he, fold,, a t_te_rmal ionoveldcity of' 105< _: := .: _ :" "
_,_ cm/sec, a_doa°Sheath potential-_f _OV.," the she-_h owidth..be .c_."me,_oapproxi., ,"_,>"_°-_,_-
i ° "mat_ly 0.5 cm. Therefore, th_ folds of a flower dathodeom_st _ app_¢_i: <_ _ ,_{' . ..
*[ '_ ' _ately 1 c.m apart under these plasma: coaditions. .. , ° 0r ,_.. _. o :.... -
,, . <_ ",.-B. 'e_' D_sk Cathodes:. ";.':.,, ,,_.......' : : - -- ,.<-_,..- '-,>.-,.:-<::,.._:;;_.... :.<,:.-_._;-_;.:...... ':,-_.'<_o ,,--._.- " • 0_.
._ .. o ,.,; _.s. ..... ._ " W_; _-" "" .U' • " ' ,_"" "<_ _ ;. _ "_-"+" .° "-'o".,<' , .J3:"_'_--'_') :_._- .D' _ J'#_'"°- '=' "-_ _t. " ,. .._
. _ o ,>o '. -The dilemma-b_twee.n safe, _e ,oper_tlon w_thoul_ ov_erilell.tlng - _ o, .,. .-, %
_ and a,,l_), 000 hou_ stl)rage capabihty_for °B_O stems f=om the- f'-ml-te r_esls-._ -"_._..,,=,,_- ,°
• ;
,., . . _ _ "- _ . _ "°°" ° °+ 7 -_ ° " ° " :7" _ '>" " _-'- " :' _
.._,o . " >o : tk :. " - <,o ,, ,_.%. _ _ . _" ,._, ,, o _,. _ - ., ' 7. , ,, _ " _ o -" o -." o
h': ...... ", J" o.,._ Do. .,: .o . .; o_ ,,_, o ; o _ <_: _. ,, "" +_ "o :; .... ._:, o= ......"."_",-_ o
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tivity of the oxide.' v_,ating. If if: w(,rr, Im:;aible to,eliJni, tlai¢; thi._ r_q{}_t_.m_'e,
the j'irobleln would be r_,fsr)lw:d. An ;ip.liro;.imh. ii{)liai:i ehrection is"_t_, iiiter-
SllaC_.the _:o_.ttiilg wiLh th-,-e.;.ids ,if _,,'<$iidli([iw: ln;-iterJ;ll. 'Phi' c)n.i:iaion cur_--
ren,ts then fol'tow ,:,,n_lu,'[i,ly 1,_ I.t,._ u r, I.o n_.a'_i" th(" , ,,;,tinl! .,_,_,'rfa,c,., wbe re
"they branch..out int,, B,')O g.r;Ovl.q ;,.n,d a..rr, e{nitt_-d. . " ,-,..
H
.. A"b'a, sic r¢-quircnwnl, of lhJ,s _'(m_. ep.t. !:; tt)at the c,_w.tucto_" rh;,teEjal ' ,
must ,qputte!" as r;tp,_Rly a:; 'i[,ic. 13._11. Be.ca.us_ mo:_t met;_l.'_,,whi'ch could
,, .'_c rvi.' ;t a c onductor.q :_put t_, r _;;/! 1ea at l 0 time s m ore. sl ow.ly tha tJ I.he oxide,
the t,=,ctional ar,,ount c'Jf tl'm metal must be less tlian 10'_0 (it_ weight) of the ,.
llaO. In tel'ms of the volume fr_Jct_on, thts reduces to approximately 2%.
,, Th_s snall quanttty of conduct_.ve mater_i_,l rrmst be _nt_rspa.ced b_tween
the'BaO so that [he dtstanc'h between conduc4;_vc the, leads nowhere _.,_ lazger
lhan a:bout 10 -2. cm. p
• , . r)
.,'. Figure, I[-,2 shows a possible embodirne'nt of this conce_,,. ,.The ° :"
n
• cath.ode is composed of a. large numbe_.r 917..n'ickel d'sks approximate°iv 10
.... cm tt-[,ict/', ea'ch :;oattead w_th a 4ayer ,of i0-Z°c'mBaO. Aa:tvtally, the nickel _'
d_sks,should be less th;an.2 x10-4_cm thick, bu!: nickel';shd;t ;f such°a ,.,_. ,
° .... _sma"tl thickness ,is not comm0rcially tiv:ail,abld. The largei:i than opt_rn.up_ ..,, o
.,thickne..ss of th6, nickel _vi.ll cause the nfct_el ta.,sta_a d ou{-somewh,,t bey6,'M o _, c
.o
;,the barmm 9xide.{see_nsert, Fig. II-2),.,,o In order t0oasde_tam that thd
....j , ,, . . . . _,_on,_,,O,,s_zo_ULnlti . o . " ' ._/_" t_p"_t' t'_n n '° °.., ,, do-_c rtbed d;,_ conf_gua'a. -tts tuneatton, o_e _._ c,_ ,. _-, : o.
" "° pb_ten,tia'i d_op under' the flow o_ 0t_e emission c.urrents. _ _d_t°n.a r,'sistiv.ity °
of 'i 8 _¢ 10"_fl' oCm:':&t 1000°_ for nickel and anoa{re° age emi.ssion l_.,n._ity -°
"q° " %o° A a .... ". "" " ° " V. . f :3 * ":.o o., of 0, 5 /cm _. thepote,at_al drop along d_s&s of 1 erfa len th, 1 I tm o
:.. ,,. o tht_kness.,oand 10-_i=m. separatmn becomes, approximately 10-7 V. OI5- _o --
.."_:°0 o ovi0us'ly,.,othe potential drop4s "s_ffi_iefftfv']ow2 °T:h_ te_e/:ature;°di-op o ,
.... ., °. aerogs a mckel d_sk was calculated under..th'i_oaS,aumOtioh, that the power °o o o
• o- o O o " . o , o - - - o , •
, , ,,., _ Oo loss _sogivd'i5 b_.,the r_dia_io_.equation;"P o_ o_¢AT _, and,._hat ° the _ower ° °,..
o . ,. o . o " o "2 o k'b (. , o a .la "_ °
" .. ° _, input is g_ven b_ thi_ ._gpn_lu_:tion equatioh, ° P._ k_ _T. oAftoer equating o g "o
0 o .... o power xgputarld po_erolossl and so_wng _h_o°_e_ulting dioffgremt_at."eq_ti_n e .. ._
•,_ " o' o o°%_w_th a _t co "p_hte¢ pr_l_ram,, the ,te_j_°egatu2re :c_ol5 waos:found'_#_e, o o'o ' o
o _o o a_prox_malmly "_: [_ "10 B _=m.thlck dt_ks¢ and•a_°_ for _-x 10 _c _rp:a o . o
"_ ° _h_ck, xtisks., _ Tl/i_ a'gftual,,tcmp_-atu_>o__: _ _i_sks w_]_ depeud to a la,rgi_ :oO" o. ,
• i? °" . ,_" ,. °_:ex*errt on°the thermal _oonl_cJf'_e_ve_ao d_sk_ an_t-from _isks [_ _haezr supsmrt o
.,-e" _0 o ' ' o_=:.°'-°o_ Jc_.,eo •..... .-... o . o o . . :.° o . .o<_ , _ _ :_ ... :o
•e_ ,_- -o..- c,g_nder.-.o., "' oe .... f_o . _ o _ . 0, ..o. o ..... _: . . _.
. .-o o .... _ -'..aT.a% o _ :" ° ' _ " " _ ¢_ " - " ° " 2 • ' ° - -° ..... " o
"'_'_":__-__ _ :. o ° .* . ° _ ' ° o- o2' _2;d""_ o *° o _ ° ° " * °o _ ." " -° 0%_ _°** _ * '
" . .';'-_._.._.g... Impregnated Cathodes° o . _,o o ._o" ' ._- o , a ° o , -. Oo:o.,
°_° . o., _- _ :. _oth_x_glass of electron_s.90,rge_ utdtae=po_ousometal -boB_:es as ,,°-2- ..0_: o°: ._ _ h0Staot_Or-_th_a'cfive°.subs:tat/cd:s. °A•ctiv_fiori°,6fo_h'ese,emitteT_t:,._s:ac_cemp-o'o£4.., _ . :o.
_-" 0o- : . _lishea thrgugla cbntinffOdS'diffuston_.6Iothe _tive_rt_ate_ials t_-the surfae_e, a_'" "_, oO ,
• *" . °' _ *_ ° . . " ° ._ . . Y." "_/. ".- °"-" . ° " " ° o ' ,,. .7; ,o "° _> ;
• o ,o " ._I'he ¢OmpoOSthon of-the actt_ated s._rfael_ i_ somewhat d;lffegel_t_t_ tRat _f -" • o
t " _ " ° . ' . • - ,- o • " o_ o _ * o
.. o ; _,_o0," t[h_xd, cayhodes and resulSs-g0,peral]y _ highe¢o_,Vorko f_u, ftron. -bcc_orkhngryo, - ::; 0 0. -.,
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While oxide cathodes wear dowk_ trom the. t_j_ under io._ bombard-
rnent, the body of impregnated _athodes remains lntacl slncc, the sputter-
"ng rates for metals are vornparatively small, (Most metals are eroded
at the rate of approximately 10 -5 to 10 -4 atoms/ion under bombardment
of 30 to 50 eV mercury ions. In the course of a 10,000 hour bombardment
with 5 mA/cm Z, therefore, depletion should not exceed 104 to 10 5 atom
layers.) In contrast, the active material on the metal surface is sputtered
qmte rapidly (at rates of the order of 3 x 10 -3 atoms/ion), impregnated
cathodes can therefore remain activated only if tlxeir surface layers are
replenlshedwith unusual speed, in the following sections, the physical
mechamsms in impregnated cathodes are discussed.
Th,.re are two basic versions of dispenser cathodes° In the im-
pregnated cathode, the active material is stored within the pores of the
matrix; m the other (the so-called L-cathode), the active material is stored
:,,: a separate reservo:r. B_cause of its greater s_mplicity, the former type
currently is used most. The L-cathod6, on the other hand, has the advan-
tage of a large storage capacity for active material, and this is oI consid-
erable importance here. In fact, it will be seen that the total consumption
of active material during a life span of 10,000 hours approaches the hmit
of what can be stored within a matrix.
The most common impregnated cathode utilizes tungsten as a matrix
and contains fillings of calcium and barium aluminates.
The mechamsm in impregnated cathodes is described utiliging a
s_mplified but experimentally well supported model. Figure H-3 shows a
reaction chamber represer_ting the pores in a matrix. The chamber con-
tains barium and calcmm compounds which react with an "actiyator" to
produce a temperature dependent barium vapor pressure. The reaction
chamber, is connected to the cathode surface by thin channels or pores
:, through which barium is forced to the surface. The transport to the sur-
face may take place as free molecula,,r flow (Knudsen flow) and/or migra--
t:on along the channel surfaces. The portion of barium which passes the
: channel'via free molecular flow streams out into the surrounding vacuum
and xs lost to sui'face activation. The migrating part, however, spreads
over the surface, thereby reducing the work function of the surface. The
actlvat_d,,area extends in a circle around the channel opening. In equilib-
rium, the supply to the surface lager is balanced by evaporatioh and by
, sputterir/g losses. -"
,, To:assess this model more" quantitiatively,a SKo,rtened account of ,
an analy_s originally given by::N."D. Morgulis, et al.,_J-17 is followed.
",, ,,I. i, 'Barium Productioia _ ,:, ,,
° o " A commonmethodOofobtaim*xg barium oxide is to decom-,
pose the cffrbonate BaCOff,,or alurninate BaO, GAG', AI£0 3. "The bariur_,, ,,
o , oxide reacts withw_,riod'sactivators to supply tO tb,e free barium. The.
barium pres_ur_ can be varied sigpificantlyby the proper choice of aCti-
o , _2_.• v<1 " ' " "
o u - ,o
o o __, ' '_t.- ,a> u 0-
' ° 15,,u
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Fig. II-3. Schematic representation of .surface activation
of dispenser cathodes.
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vators. With tungsten, for example, the foilowing reaction occurs
6 BaO + W = Ba 3WO 6 + 3 Ba
with a vapor pressure of the order of 10 -7 Torr at !250°K.
The barium pressure in the reaction chamber can be adjusted over
a wide range of pressures, from 10 -10 to 10 -3 Torr, depending upon the
activator used. This is important since the barium flow rate to the surface
depends directly upon the barium pressure.
2. Barium Transport to the Surface
With barium vapor pressures of generally less than 1 Torr
and with pore diameters of the order o.f. 1 to 10 it, diffusion through the
char, n_.l which connects reaction chamber and surface can be expected to be
Knudsen flow. In this regime, barium atoms fly straight from wall to wall,
are absorbed upon impact, and reevaporated after a finite lifetime Ts"
While adsorbed, the barium atoms travel a distance
s = Df'D-'-_
S S
where D s is the surface migration coefficient. Since the travel distance
in the evaporated state per free flight is of the order.of the channel diameter
d, it can be concluded that if s is comparable to d, surface migration be-
comes an important contributor to the total barium flow. In fact, since the
Knudsen flow component disperses into vacuum at the open end of the channel
and therefore constitutes a complete loss, the channels must have such di-
e mensions that
. d < 4-i5--r
- S S
/_t which barium isso that barium can be utilized efficiently. The rate n o
transported along the channel walls is determined by t_ surface diffusion
_ equation' ' '_ ,, J "f
= wd D do ":'S "
nO - S _' ', _' :_ _"
where o is the surface coverage. The latter is _flat'_d toothe rate 5 of _ :_
evaporation from ,the surface by " ,,
u j_
O = T 5 , _.. ,
S _' :,x o '* o
. o
Furthermore, the rate of evaporAtion'is r_elated to tl_e vapor p,,ressure p .,,_, , .
_hrough ., ,, <_ //' "_'
_--_ Vth V t °o " • ,,
L ,- _.
,. ,q.. y/o . _ • .
J
•f - ,.:, ,,, . .. -' ,_._,e -_ 1/
,_ " ,_ ._ d _ _ ..
/7 _'/
v ,, _k_ N, o ' '
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Here the thermal velocity Vth can be expressed as
Vth = (8 _)1/2
If the above expressions are introduced into the equation for the flow rate,
one obtains
wdD T
ss dp
no - _l'2_rmkT "1/2 dx "
Finally, if n u is assumed to be constant throughout the length _, of the
channel and if the pressure at the open end is negligible, the flow rate
can be expressed as
_rdD I"
ss pIX =
1/2 4,
o (2wmkT)
where p is the vapor pressure in the reaction chamber. The last equation
thus yields the flow rate n o of barium to the surface, once the barium
pressure is known.
3. Dispersion of Barium Over the Surface
r,
Upon reaching the open end of the channel, barium migrates
,radially outward and spreads over a circular area. The migrationover the
surface is'governed by the same basic rules as that along the channel walls,
except that at the surface barium gradually vanishes through various loss
processes, the most important of which are evaporation and sputtering. The
effective surface lifetime for these processefl can be expressed as
,. " Hv
1 ',._1 1 ,-
L ,,
Using _, the flow balancJefin,,steacly state for barium "in a ct'rcular surface.
element c&n be expressed as '-' °
U ,_ U
,,_' ' - u -, o
dr _o:= " /do ._ :' doc o 2wr - , ,, wr - r +,J
• kl ._ ,iI {' "' 0
,, ii '- , .
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In
I
i
!
!
I
which leads toL
I
I dZo 1 do 1
i 0S
I
With the boundary conditions n = n for r d/2 and n = 0 for r = %
one obtains o o
I
I
I Ko
]. u = no _s _
( )oi-
Thls relation determines the size of the surface area covered by barium.
In order to insure that the surface is covered more or less uniformly, for
uniform electron emission, neighboring pores must be spaced less than
appr oxima rely
A = _ .
s
This last Condition is considered critically important to the design of im-
pregnated type emitters with long life under ion bombardment. To deter-
mine the required inter-pore distance nurnerically, the surface migration
constant D s and the effective lifetime _ 'must be known. Both quantities
_ have been measured under conditions which are more or _less applicable to
,-o impregnated cathodes. 'The migration constant D s is known for monolayer "
films of barium on clean,tungsten surfaces. 15 {"Actually, it is presumed
I " that impregnated cathode surfaces are covered partially with oxygen. )
, ,, According to these meaaurements, D s cativbe represented by ,_ _
,x,
• o
1 n _ - k_ _'°,_. oo D = e o
° owfth I_ _ I cmZ/sec and Q._--,, 1.8 eV. Titus, at 1,250°K, "
o L.
u
(- °, o D _-_'I0-8 CmZ/sec. _ _
i Q 9 t' ,
i . " o " °
'_ d ., '_ _ .. ,, ,,u "o o ' v - "
o o _ , ,
v .... ,., [ _, ,.
o
• " • ' - o j" ¢ o _
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The lifetime TE (for evaporation alone) has been found to be a more
complicated function of temperature. It depends substantially upon surface
coverage. Furthermore, it differs by many orders of magnitude for mono-
layers and muJtilayers (bulk material). Table I gives lifetimes TE for
various fractional coverages and for bulk material. Also presented is the
lifetime under sputtering of a monolayer of barium by argon ions of 50 eV _-_
a current density of 5 mA/cm 2 and the estimated lifetime under sputtering
bv argon and mercury ions of 40 eV at 5 mA/cm;'.
TABLE I
Lifetimes (sec) of Barium Atoms on Tungsten
Surfaces at IZS0°K
Z
Evaporation Sputtering, 5 mA/cn_
Fractional Argon Ions Hg +
Monolave r Bulk ....
0.6 0.8 50 eV 40 eV e_xtrapolated
] 4 x I0z Z x I0z 7 x 10 -6 I0 -I 1 4
(/
First, because of the extremely high rate of evaporation from a -_
multilayer (bulk), the barium film must shrink to monolayer thickness ,, \..
_vithin a very short distance from the pores. Hence, one can draw the im-
portant COnclusion that an increased rate of barium supply.to the surface
helps to increase surface coverage only up to the point where a full mono-
layer.spreads over the surface from each pore opening. If barihm is
supplie" d at rates which exceed the carrying capability of a m0nolayer, it
will be wasted. .,
Furthermore, Table,rI shows that the relatively long lifetime TE ,," ,, =
" for evaporation alone is Shortened by several orders of_magnitude under
which occurs
'- ion bombardment of:an intensity _ _h b6i_bardment ion engines.
Thus,,_ the distance A must be extremely short.- Accor¢!ing to the above u
._ equation, the d,s'_ance between pores should be not larger than _ which o
: amounts _o Z x 16 "4 cm at a temperature of lZS0°K with tungsten as_sub,.-
strate. Thi_ d_stance_,obv,ously is close to the pract,cal hmlt. _ _
_o The Stringent requirement for;por4 spa_ing could be relaxed some- o
• ,, what by ,operation at_a higher,_cathode • _e_nperature.,, It_an ' be exl_eCted that ,
° an increase it/ T also ir/crea'ses the surplice migration rateh__D s. From_, " !
• _,, _o p_st,,e_per_e_ce, ,t appears t_t She 14fet_n_-_s b under fon _mpact shohld _
not varys_gnlf,car, tly. Hence, .xncreased tem_.rature_'should lhcr_ease the
- .... o " ,v, "_ ...... J °
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iTo complete the description of the cathode model, the following
must be computed: (1) flow rate n o per channel, (2) pressure in the react-
ion chamber required to produce this flow rate, and finally, from the total
flow rate through all pores, (3) the amount of barium required during a life-
time of 10,000 hours.
For simplicity, let it be assumed that each pore supplies a square
of area A2 with barium. The rate n s at which material is sputtered from
this layer and must be replenished is
_ /x2
t n - -- Ns T o
! sp
[
where N O = 4 x 1014/cm Z is the number of barium atoms per unit area in a
full mono!ayer. Using the numbers derived above for h and Tsp (_ T), one
I obtains n s _ 4 x 106 particles/sec.I
i This amount of barium must be delivered under pressure p through
i a single pore of diameter d and length _,. Using an equation derived e_r-
I lier, one obtains for pt
'. (2_rmkT) 1/2
: p "" _n .
S S -
Under the assumption Chat d -_- 5 x 10 -5 cm and 4. = 1 cm, the pressure _y
becomes p _--- 10 -2 Torr. ThUs, an activator that generates barium copi-
ously is required....
Finally, the total amountof barium consumed per square centimeter
• . * O . , •
during a hfetlme of 10 4 hours can be determined from no Z t_ where z is
•"_-_' the number of pores/ore 2 (z __ 2.5 x 10_cm2), and t _h_ total time °
: :%_..., (t = 3.'6 x 10 7 sec). One obtains a total of 3.5 X I0 zl atorr_ or approximately
_" 0.8 g of barium. Obviously, this is "closeto thelimit whicl_::_-anbe sto_ed ' "
within a matrix. Therefore_ i_ may be._necessary to at_ch a r_'_irvoir to the
. cathode. _ " .':.... , ., ":_-:i:l/,_.:,_' •....., ,, . ,f o '_
,J
o o ,
Summa ry ....• ,, 4 * ,J _ " . o _"
w
" ,, o '_- ': '_ The impregnated cathode underoion boml_rdment mus_ lo_,e :_,, :o
, _ large quantities of barium from i_,:surface (orderoof 1 g/cx£_ 2 in 10,000 _ °
. hdtvrs), Con"tin_ous full¢'oyerage¢of .thesurface with barium requires close\ _ "
'_ Sl_cing of the pd_res(on th_ord_r ofZ x 10-4 cm or a_pore density on thd \ '
i order of 107]cm2)_'d _ high flow rate'_'throughthe.individualpores (order° \
• of 4 x 10 6 particles/_). This high flow rate:_requires a relatively high o \:
i Vapor pressure (order df_i0 -Z Tort)whic_ can be _ovided only by high tern - _ ::
( ",, _ pera_ureand the most ac_i'Ve_barium sources. °Th_s _nalys[_ indicates that :\ _
I : _' , " o '°o • 3" "o " " , ' _ " ° l: ; _- . ,° . .,), _ . .0, °
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the commerciallvavailable impregnated cathodes, with a pore density the
order of 106/cm 2, wi;1 not provide sufficient barium flow to the emitting
surface. The fine grairj (2. _82x 10 "4 cm) spherical powder at the HRL with
a pore density of 8 x 10°/cm will provide only a marginal barium coverage.
D. Encapssulated.__= Powder Cathode
Another technique for obtaining adequate _3aO storage with low oxide
coating resistance is to encapsulate the individual particles of cathode pow-
der with a thin layer of nickel and to apply a heavy coating of this material
to a cathode base. The nickel encapsulate is to provide the low resistance
paths for the emitted current• Also, fusion of the nickel ,zncapsulate should
minimize the oxide flaking problem that is present when emitting layer thick-
ness approaches several millimeters. Figure II-4 illustrates schematically
the difference between a standard oxide cathode and a nickel encapsulated
oxide cathode. Each of the carbonate particles is to be encapsulated with a
nickel layer. , -
• L,ii
This nickel encapsulated cathode powder can serve as the emitting
layer for either the flower, disk, or cup cathodes. This cathode material
was developed especially for the thick (Z ram) emitting layers to be used
with the cup cathode. This cup cathode design, shown sch'ematically, in
Fig. II-5, provides a means of using an indirectly heated cathode with a ,
small emitting area; and adequate BaO storage without,-resistive overheating.
This cup cathode is considered an extention of the disk cathode design, in
that the cui'rent and heat coflducting d'isks have been:.replaced by the nickel
,. encapsulate on the cathode powder. ,
.... _":Using the cup cathode" as an.example, tl_, advantage_"16of' the nickel
encapsu]_ated cathode ,powder is illustrated.,. W_'h 100 fl -crr/ the/resistivity
,: of ordinary bar_.u_m oxide and,the CUl_,,,cathodefloating'thickness:,of Zmm, an
oxide.coUrting resistance per,unit ar_/a of 20ff-cm 2 would result. For maxi-
mum emissi0'n density on the order of lA].:_m 2, tl_e'powel- generate(:l-would '_
"be 2'0 W./cr/i z and cathode overheating ,,cl_'rl Z Would exist_ since the cathode
_power density radiated is only about 4 W_]cm z. For a ni_ke_, encapsulate on .
,, the Cathode powder of only 170 by Wei._!it, I_ut providing con tinueus current ,,
• paths, the cathode coatir_g"resistaacd world drbu to _10W_o0.1 _l-cm _. ---The:°
" resulting power defisitygenerated;by 0. I W/cm is,we_l below the @ower o
,j, d_nsity radiated (4 W/c'_g}.;,th_re'fore, the°cat"bodeOverheating problem iS,o '
,_eI:.iminated:The nickel coating "thickneSs of 0.05 _'on e-ach powder particl.e: °., ,"
_s_s_,lffxcxently thin that the,Ba can diffuse tcr the surface; ther.efore, thxs .... o
• _ckel coatlng does not m._rfeTre wxth the ac,tivat.ionmechanxsr_.,_,. ....
J
-o -: ..... . :- . .'..°" - .... ° °,:- ....o ; _,...,_o. - . _°° ..,o. ":- - .... _-[
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powder to a thickness o._ approximately 0._ and 0.4 ram, perfurmed satis-
factorily in an operating thrustor for a period in excess of 1000 hours. This
coating thickness is calculated to provide suffici,.ut emittering material to
withstand the mercury ion bombardment for 10,0O0 hours. This cathode re-
mained _n active emitter during the 1000 hour test, even though it was expo,_ed
to air during the repair of the feed system. Although the __ome_,at unreliable
weight measurements indicate a 30% loss of coating weight for the 1000 hour
test, visual inspection after test shows negligible ion erosion of the encapsu-
lated oxide coating.
A:. previously discussed, the cup cathode using a 2 mm thick coating
of encapsulated cathode powder c_.n be considered an extension of the disk
cathode design. The nickel coating on the powder serves as the conducting
medium for the emission current and radiated heat. This encapsulated pow-
der-cup cathode remains as a possible candidate for a 10,000 hour cathode,
although it failed in its first test as a result of a heater failure. A larger
heater area in relation to the electron emitting area and additional nickel en-
capsulate on the cathode powder for oxide layers as thick as 2 MM would be
_eql:ired for additional tests of tbis cathode design.
A description and the performance of each cathode is summarized
in Table HI. A more detailed discussicn of the test results for each cathode
is contained in the paragraphs that follow. The cathode temperature-heater
power relationship and the emission current obtainable at the operating tem-
perature are basic performance characteristics, The normal operating and
j activation temperatures for the oxide coated cathodes are 850 and 1000oc Br.,respectiv.Ay. The normal operating and activation temperatures for the im-
pregnated cathodes are 1050 and 1150°C Br. The deviations shown from the
normal operation temperatures (see Table HI) resulted from (1) difficulty in
maintaining an, active emitting surface, (2) change in temperature-power re-
lationghip by cathode darkening, and (3) measuring the cathode temperature
by its reflection from a mirror (for example, see Flower Cathode No. 22).
Normally, the cathodes were evaluated at a fuel utilization (mercury flow)
of about 85%. In some cases, e. g., with the impr_egnated cathodes, an ab-_
normally high mercury flow w_s reqtii-red to maintain an arc current. Tests
conducted with abnormally high flow or poor fuel utilization are noted in the
text.
B. Methods of _Estimatin$ Cathode Life
- v
Cathode life es_.imates reported here will be different_rom some of.
the estimates reported earlier in the Monthly Progress Lettdrs. TherefOre_
' the differentmethods of estimating cathode life should be explained. Initially,
, the cathode assembly Weights, incl,uding shields, insulators, leads, etc.,
, .,_ _' before and,after test were usecl to calculate the cathode coa_.irigloss. Nickel
sputter__dfrom the shields, deposits on the insulators, and the .large ratio of .
., assembly to coating weight contributed to inaccurate ,life stimates. In addit-
ion, water absorption to form barium hydroxlde _'_d_ hydrate after exposure to ,
.air led to falselife estimates. "In the latter part"o_rlthe program, the method "
of determining the coating loss,,was as,:follows. A sample of_the coated mesh,
not ._,ubjectedto ion b@mbardment, was processes to remove the binder and CO 2 "'
and was a11owed to absorb water. The weight cha'nge of th4s sample was corn-
.... ` 27 :') r
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_Unll_l_J'y Of Cathode ])_'_;,
- iCathude Inttsalhr_iBter _llaRib_r Mere tlry'_(*Si O_J¢'( tl% o Dis/lie|or. l)rt- s _ll [ (-, _" lo*J.', Heat InX Te_Prattir_, Ht_st/n_Typ, _ l)eslRn.,;o ._er141_._,, , rsL r.rr :_A Pow.,r.w _C, Br Power,W
l
Flower 1 I Muir re t,_llzpPrattzro - ¢1Z 10 "(J fJP t_00 i 9U
p,)wer ¢ h_ra4 terJ_tl, A
];'lower Z Z ZOO h,Jl_r :_te t,-_t :U 5 x 10 "7 ZJ0 85 890 | 15
Fl,,wer 2:
blower P 4 Z00 h,,,ir l_fe teet l0 _10 -fJ _Z00 17 3b
].'lowe" Z 5 Z00 hour life _eet l0 _10 -6 175 60 8G
Flower ] (J 1000 hour Jttu test l0 _10 *& _Z00 25 750 50
Flower Z 7 io 10 ZO cm thruster evalua*Ion 2:0
and lZ and study of cath,Jde pr,.-
tectlng grids
]''lower 3 l I
I
Flower _S 13 J00O hour life tes! 10 <10 "_ 150 35 840 55Flower Z 14-ltJ Dehv*red to NASA-LewlsI
Research Centeri
_. Flower Z 17
[ Disk I I ZOO be'Jr life te_t 15 10 "6 - l0 "5 370 50 790 5:*
"_ Flower Z 18 ZOO hour life teat of NI 15 l0 "7 - 0. I _Z00 70 g00 70
• coated BaCO 3
Disk l I ContinuaUon of disk 15 10 -7 - 10 .8 600 70 BOO 180
cathode life test
Disk I 7,
Impregnated Z ZOO hour life test 1_ 10 "7 - 10 -4 _Z00 100 1090 170
Cyl
Impregnated 3 Z00 hour life test 15 10 -7 _Z00 130 1100 Z34
Gyl
Impregnated i ZOO hour life test 10 "7 _900 ZI0 1130 250
Hole _ ..
Disk Z 3 Z0_ hour life teat 15 10 °_ - 10 .5 _ZS0 1-17 890 180
Disk Z 4 200 hour life teat 15 10 .7 - 10 "6 _250 - g0 "*700 1_0
u
"" Flower 4 1? Measure cathode voltage-
current and temperatvte-
_ lmwer characteristics
Flower 4A Z0 ' Measure thruster 15
l, Zl pe rformSnce "
Flower U 4L_ Z4_ S00 hour life test IS 10 "7 300 ?Z 820 11Z
.Flower 4B ZZ 100_ * 3000 hour life test IS 10 "7 300 S0 _ _740 S8
Flower,; _ 4A ZS l_clmp for SO0 l_fe,test o
_/ FI _ 4A Z6 S0b hour life test IS 10 "y _ 3_ S0 '' 810 82 1
Cup i 1 ZOO hour l_a teat 15 I0 "7 -ZOO 39 890 7S '
, iII I
_",.j_ Note 1. _- The mesh of the DestSn 4 flower cathode was _oun_ into a spiral shape (Fi_, 111-|8).
Note _ - Flower _thode )los. 18. Z_, _3, and _61 and cup cathode No. 1 were coated With the o - cathode powder.nickel encapsulated
o
o
- ' _- o
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.'ription and ]J_.rf(_)l'l_al_ct,
Final InH lal l" inaI
Tettt Prolecteq
Duratstm, Cause of End of Test Life,
Tenlpe)'stqre. .6 re Ar_ H==,ltlnR Power_ Arc Art
o_. Br Voltage, C*lrrenI, Arc Ct.rrent toltdg e, Citrrent, :l°t|re Hours
V A W/A V A
I
;',00 I I _ '_'¢st t ompleted
8'.0 10- 40 2- _ Z8 $0-40 _'-3 192 fir supply -xhausted ), 500
Nol tested -- ds'naged in
final fabrication st=re
Z0 I, 1 40 6 _Z To install improved =on l, ZOO
collector
40 Z 30 40 Z ZP,0 Test completed l,._qO
< 900 40 Z 13 40 2 835 Cathode open circuit -
improperly applied voltage > 3. 000
< 10 for each Test complete
cathode
Not tested -- coating thick-
ness modified at this post
(see text} r,
<900 40 1 2 29 40 I 6 945 Cathode open circuit 10,000
]qot yet tested
,, 7G9 40 4 13 40 4 3Z4 _10,000
_|JO ' 50 I 8 18 50 _' 8 317 Cathode open c;rc'lit --
hiRb chamber pressure
_950 Z0-60 4-1 Z0-60 4-1 480 Lack of cathode 10,0G0
activation
= Not tested (see teat) \,
IZ00 Z0-100 4-0_ I 97 He_,ter open circuit -
high chamber pressure
_IZ40 45 0-8 40 |'_ 8 500 *' Heater open circuit --
_Cq.'* ?OyWt_l ¢,t_.
• 1235 50 0-Z 50 0-Z 70 Heater open circuit
o
1000 40 1.75 67 40 1.5-0 Z60 Test complete -- htKh
chamber pressure
870 40 I. _ 50 40 1.6 190 Test c_nplete -- W/A
i requirement too hlsh
% ,T'_at complete
u ,=
c,
10 each Test compl_4e
, o ..: oq60 16 1.3 $1 16 Z.$ To replace power supply _10,000 i
,: ., _: t..uiorm._,
_,770 40 1.7 34 40 2.0 _ Test complete ' > 3.000
'_ t: Not tasted
/ I_Sot tested
t4
u
o - '910 _' 36 ° Z.3 ° 36 f/,3 270 Test complete '_ --10,000
' t/¢ - ' "
: '_ t 050 4S I. 0 ' 39 _ - 45 "1 67 Heater open circuit
,J /_ :- ?
J _
" :..J" "" 29
'. _ "" ----_f- ,, o _" " 't/// -, , J .
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pared with the weight change of a coated sample subjected to ion bombardment.
The difference in coating vceight changes between the two samples represented
the loss of useful oxid_ resulting from ion bombardment. The loss due to ion
bombardment was uv d in estimating the oxide coating life.
The procedure for determining weights of binder, CO2, and water ab-
sorbed is as follows. The binder is eliminated by baking in air at 250oc.
Weight losses resulting from this bakeout, from a group of 4 samples, ranged
from 6.7 to 12.2%, with an average loss of 7.4%. For another group of 3 sam-
ples, the loss ranged from 3.4 to 4.1%, with an average of 3.7%. McNair 18
measured a 5.1% binder loss for a triF'e carbonate sprayed to a density of
Z g/cm 2. The CO 2 was removed f:om the carbonates by heating in vacuum at
1000°C. The average loss of CO 2 measured 22.2% for the first group of sam-
ples and 24.1% for the second group. The deviation of the individual samples
from the group average was less than 5_/_except for one sample. The calcu-
lated or theoretical weight loss for CO2 is 25.3%. From these results, it
appears that a reasonably accurate and consistent measure of the CO z loss was
obtained. Water absorption was determined after CO 2 and binder removal by
measuring the sample weight as a function of time after exposure to air. The
first weight measurement was made as soon as possible after removal from _the
vacuum system, _.,; ,.bin 1 to 3 rain. The second weight was taken a few minutes
later, and the re_,,:tzr-_ weight difference served as the first calculated weight
gain. Thus the weight gain during the time from exposure to the first weighing,
i] was not included as water absorbed, but dis subtract from the CO z loss. This
method of determining the weight gain due to water absorption, with the inac-
curacy resulting.from the lack of a weight measurement before exposure to
air, was used to avoid the complexity of making weight measurements within
the vacuum system. The weight gain or water absorbed as a function of time
is shown in Fig. HI-1 for the mesh from three flower cathodes, Nos. 6, 18,
and 24. The coating for cathodes No. 6 and 24 was the triple carbonate spray-
ed at 10 and 20 mg/cm 2, respectively. The coating for cathode No. 18 was
nickel coated barium carbonate sprayed at 20 mg/cm 2. Assuming water is
absorbed until an alkaline earth hydroxide-hydrate (e. g., Ba (OH) 2 x H20 } was
formed, the weight gain due to water absorption amounts to _l.5T0. As shown
_ in Fig. HI-l, the measured weight gain due to water absorption ranged _rom '_
" about lZ to 35%. This large range of measured water absorption is not unex- +
_' pected since Haas and densenl9 measured one to five water molecules abso_;-
i! bed_per oxide molecule, depending upon humidity and temperature. The large
range of values for binder loss and water absoi-ptions contributes to inaccurate _'
_ lifeestimates. In other words, the uncertain weight changes by the binder and
water canhot be distinguished from the loss olroxide coating by mercury ion
o sputtering. Although tl_elife estimates are not as accurate as desired, the
1&st column of Table HI lists the projected life, based on these weight meas-
Urements, for a number of cathodes tested.... ++
q v
/ C.- Flower Cathodes (with st_'ndard coating) '_11 N
! _. o Flower _:athode No. 1, design 1, was used to measure voltage_curerent
and .temperature-power characteristics and to establish°whether or not the meth-
i ods of su_pporting the rnesh_, lead attachmeat_ lead insulation _hie_l.ding, etc. ,"
.were satisfactory. The voltage-current and temperature-power relationships,...
' "'were measured audothis cathodewasoma_ntaiued a_t operation temperature_ _ " -- -
° ° 31 ' ....'+" " "- ,i +
v, ,. rI +:o , .
,( , _; o
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800°C Br or above, for 113 hours. A change in the temperature-power char-
acteristic with time was measured. The hi L er power needed for a given
temperature was assumed to hay esulted from tne darkening with time,
which led to an increased radiatio_l emissivity. This cathode was tested inn
demountable oil diffusion vacuum system. The blackening was caused by a
carbon deposit on the emitting surface. The emitting material was analyzed
spectrographically after test and was found to contain 6.1% carbon, 33.5%
barium, and 60% strontium. The performance of this cathode was considered
satisfactory. The test was terminated after 113 hours to release the test set-
up for other use.
Flower cathode No. 2, 'design 2, was fabricated for the first Z00 hour
test. The design change made increased the spacing between folds of the mesh
to insure against short circuits. The standard triple carbonate (57% BaCO3,
39% SrCO3, and 4% CaCO3) with a lucite binder was used. The coating thick-
ness and weight were 0.012 in. and 27.9 mg/cm Z, respectively. The appear-
ance of the coated mesh is shown by the photomicrograph of Fig. III-2. This
cathode was installed in a 10 cm diameter thrustor and tested in a ft vacuum
chamber. The voltage-current and temperature-power characteristics of the
design 2 cathodes were only slightly different from those of design 1 (see Figs.
III-3 and III-4). Cathode power, arc current, and arc voltage are shown as a
function of time in Fig. III-5. A, cathode power of 85 W was used initially;
toward the end of test, it had to be raised to approximately 115 W. The' initial ,,
and final heating power to emitted-current ratios were 28 and 58 W/A,- re- " ,
spectively. The arc was maint;_ined at approy.imately Z to 3 A and 30 to 40 V.
The test ,vas terminated after 192 hours of arc time and 42 hours of mercury
ion beam time when the mercury supply became exhausted {the mercury res-
ervoir contained a change calculated for a g00 hour test• )
A photograph of the cathode after the test is shown in Fig. III-6. A
large portion of the emitting coating on the top edge of the mesh has been sput- "
tered away. Two small spheres of nickel are"on the top ,edge of the mesh. "
, These spheres were created by an arc concentration on a small area, which :
melted the nickei. This arc concentration, or concentration of 'emission within (_
a small area, was thought to be caused by'resistive heating in the oxide coating .
by the emitted current, '(In order to solve this problem, the coating thickness" _"of th following.cathod s was reduced con_iderabl_ _.) In additi0n,, the coating _
'" was blackened a:s can be seen from Fig. III-6. Spectroscopican_alysis of the % .>>
coating shows its major constituents to be 6% carbon , 36% barium, arid 5.,7% .,
strontium. The pr_esence of a Signific_mtamount of carbon stressed the need •
_:for an improved vacuum system. Accordingly, a new cryo_s_,stem Was installed
o m the 2 ft chamber. A separate, ultraclean vacuum, s_-s-tem was also developed o
. . which uses sublimation ahd_ iofi Pu!_, pe only. These-vacuu_ lacili_ie% are dis-
o . cussed_in Section IVy. _ ' : _ • ,_ o o.
-:. " = The anticipated l_£e of this )=atl_ede was "estimated to lie 2500 hours _:using. .
- "th:e cathode weight m eas_irement_s before _nd_fter the 1_2 hour te_t, a_s pr .=
,_, :viously discussecL o . o _,. _ _"
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flaking problem, which resulted in loss of control over the arc current.
Therefore, cathode No. 6 was sprayed with a coating weight of only
10 mg/cm 2. This cathode was mounted in a 10 cm thrustor and life tested
for 835 bours in the 2 ft, vacuum chamber. A mercury ion beam current
of approximately 130 mA was drawn for over 100 hours. The initial cathode
power was 25 W, increasing to 50 W near the end of tbe test. The voltage-
current and power-temperature characteristics of this cathode design are
shown in Figs. lII-7 andJII-8. The arc voltage and current were 40 V and
2 A throughout most of the 835 hours. This test exceeded the normal 200
", p,,rpn¢,_ rff _mr_rc, ving the accuracy of the anticipated lifehour test fo_ _..e ..... .
estimates. The test w_s terminated after 835 houzs because of damage in-
fl,_ctc-d on the cathode during repair of a power supply. Line voltage became
accidentally cormectedacross the cathode, melting a portion of the mesh
and shields. As a result, weight measurement of the total cathode assem-
bly after test was meamngless. A portion of the undamaged mesh was re-
moved from the cathode, and the coating weight remaining after test was
compared with that of an unused portion of the same mesh. This unused
coated mesh was an excess port,on of the mesh used in the fabrication of
cathode No. 6. The unused mesh was fired to remove binder and GO2, and
water was absorbed so the coating weights of the unused and tested mesh
were comparable. The original coating weight of 10 mg/cm z was reduced
to 8.55 mg/cm z after removal cf binder and GO_ anc after water absorption.
The coating weight after test was 6.25 mg/cm2. " A loss of 2.30 mg/cm z
could be'attmbuted to 1on bombardment' during this 835 hour life test, re-
sulting _naprojectedlife of over 3000 hours. However, some coating was
: lost asthe tested mesh was removed from the cathod,-_ and, therefore, life
considerably in .excess of 3000 hours could be expected.
' Cathodes _No. 7 through 10 and No. lZ were all of design 2. These
cathodes were installed in 20 Cm diameter thrustors and tested in the 9 ft.
vachnm chamber. These tests were conducted for the purpose of studying ,_
various aspects of 20 cm thrustor performance and they lasted for only
• _, several hours. One objective of th_se tests was to determine the utility of
• o _" grids for shielding against ioi_ bom.bardment, The grids were placed in
.... front of the cathode and _onsisted,of two 'types:di) 1/8,in. diameter hole's
.':"_, _, -o , spaced so that 33% open area, resulted ifi a O. 030 in_" thick plate, and (2) a ,,
honeycomb, 1/_ in. by 1/4 in, and 1/4 ii_. thick. The requik:ed arc current o
th_/n 100 V) c" ,ld not be obtained with, for reas oq_blearc Voltages (less "
e/_ther of these grids. " .-. ,,
"= " O_thod 9 •NO. 11 was of design 3. This cathode was completed with a
.o ., , h t_ 1_ m / m2 On eco_ti_lg h,e_ig i " g. c _-, th basis of the test results for cathode
No. 61, obta'zr ied during _c0nstl;uction oi Cathode No, 11, it w,as concluded
that a_ld_,tional _doa_ing ,was needed _o obtain I0,000,,hdur l'ifetimes. "It was . ..... ._
° ,° 'o,,° _ _hus decided _o coat ftiture dathode_ witka stacked°multithickness coati'fig.
......,., °Cathode No;"l I wa_ Se_ aside urftes_ed". _-- ' "_ "_
• _ o " . ._oC_thodeN 9. 13, 'bLdesign 3",'_-_d On the_top third of"the_rnesh . _:_
'-i,_,_ :"_ _,,with,-10Lmg/cm_; _ae middle th_r_-Wzs,coatd,d,,20mg:/cr__ aridthe,._bottorn_third_
-?_ . _! with'30 _g/crn 2. ."Figure _II-9_.s_.!_',phot0_raph_bf th_s muitithic_ess 'k_oa_d -°
o ° _"' mesh. ,The°cathode was:installed ia,a I0 cm thrustor and teste_f'_n fl_e_Z ft.,_o o°
,,._o•_ ,.,..... . , o ._ o o,_. __ ° to, ; _ .... o..... ._ '-, . _ o,. _ • ,, '" ,. _ .:o , "_ . " _ ,
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,;_cuum chamber• A mercury ion beam current of approximately IZ5 mA
was maintained for 846 hours, and an arc current and voltage of about 1.2. A
and 40 Y were maintained for 915 hours. The cathode was at operating
temperature for 945 hours• This test was sched_ied for 1000 hours, but
terminated short of this goal because of an open circuit in the cathode mesh.
Figure iII-10 shows this cathode assembly after test. The open circuit is
shown in the upper left portion of the Fig. III-10. Figure III-ll shows the
effect of the ion bombardment. Several of the nickel wires are eroded away
at the top of the mesh; some of tho coating missing at the bottom of the mesh
was lost in removing and straightening the mesh. Figure III-12 is a photo-
micrograph showing a portion of the mesh. At the top, the nickel wires are
eroded away. Farther down, the oxide coating is sputtered from thewires,
still farther down the oxide coating is covered with a layer of nickel, and at
the bottom the oxide coating is unaffected. Figure III-13 is a greatly en-
larged view of the nickel wire which clearly shows the deposited nickel on
the oxide coating. ,
The original calculation of coating lost from cathode No. 13 during
test was 10.1%, as reported in the Monthly progress Letter. However, the
present coating weight measurements, taken by stripping a tested and un-
,, tested portion of mesh, including the expected changesdue to binder and
CO 2 loss and water absorption, show a 1.3% gain in': coating weight during
test. These measurements include the nickel deposited 6fi the oxide'coating
,. as useful oxide• This deposited nickel is stripped from .the mesh along with
the oxide c_ating. ,,Netther the 10•1% loss nor the 1,3% gain accurately repre-
sents the charige in amount of useful oxide coating-during test. A precise
method of determining thetife on tl_e basis of coating weight changes has not
yet been developed. E_,en so, Figs.:',iII-40;'III-1l_- and I/I-12 show most of
° the':coating remaining after this 945 hour test. Or_ this basis, it is not un-
reasonable to expect a 10,000"ohour lifefor the oxide coating.
u . c, " - r_ F,
_ , While the effects of the mercury ibn sputtering Ul_On°cathode No. 13
_were essentiality as expected, t he°op_tl circui_ or failur,_ of the nickelwire
o ,j o is not_corfipleteioyiinderstood. The" ends of the,ni_kel_wire at the opoencir- ° , o
" cuit, are shown in Fi_. III-I4, artcl the Wiresappea¢ to be b_oke_m-_rather than '
• , 0 . -_ . _ - y o .... o . • ,, _ • //i _
melted.. Figure: Iit-15 c,ompar:es the surface °of'_the w_res bef.a_eaa d after _
.... test. After test_ sraoothnes-'_2)f the sdrf&ce is lost: Figure III-16 shows ";
o : the gy_-i_s_tructurebefore o_nd after test._:The grain _structu_e does n'_to _,
appear sigmfxcantly altered. T_ae r_ckel used xn ali cathodes to thxs,:point
• ,was internatfonal NickelI/Co,_A_i'oy_00"(7_ubsequent q=atho_ss, NO. _14 to _-6f _ :
° o °were ma_le a'smg Supe_xor-Ti_be,Co.AII/_yA33. - T_ _lloy contains Z% _ oO
_,_ _e°nand i19_$_,rengtht@ice°tha°_of:Al10y _ 0 at °bp_:ratin_tezn- o ,,
.. operature. -'In _diti_9_, all ca%hode_ subsequent toNo, 1_ were fabr_xcated _ o _
• _o _ • oo wxth 0.0,,Q9.xn_ d_)_a_t'e_:_wfre xnstead of 0.0045 m._ diameter WXroe-_ 0 _ ° o =
:., °. o _ : : :oo_atl_Q_es INd,.. 14 tE_oughA7_were f_ricatedou_rit_g desxgn 2,_nd.- -° ,; . °
......... _ - • °.Sl_raxe_ Wt_h:_multithxcl_nes]_ cOa:txngs q_ t°0, oZ_;o attd_ 30,mg/c ._. o -_he first .... .
°" ° " _'°_ ° c °"_ " " _ ° ° ° a- " _ oo_
," - , _ thore_r,-o_ftl_se - a'tliodeawe ro sent t@ N,_SA=_l_ewls_Rea_a-rch _ent_, _ p_r-t°7° • :
, o o, of the c=ont#aC.t eommitD'mnt,- °1_i_e _e_tir_g of cathodeo:NO. :1-7 wa_ "d_erred.// -, _ ": _,
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Performance chacacteristics of the design 2 and 3 flower cathodes
in 10 cm thrustors are shown in Fig. III-17 by the plots of mercury arc
discharge cltrrent as a function of arc voltage. The dashed portion of
curve (a) shows that the arc extinguishes at approximately 29 V. Although
the arc characteristics of the flower cathodes in the 10 cm thrustors varied
considerably depending on the cathode activity, cathode power, resistive
heating in the oxide coating, mercury flow rate, chamber pressure, etc.,
the curves of Fig. III-17 represent typical performance of active flower
cathodes. The magnet cur_-ent was set at the lowest value obtainable without
decreasing arc current for the nominal arc voltage setting.
Flower Cathodes No., 19, 20, 21, 24,and Z5
These cathodes were designed and fabricated for evaluation using a
Lewis Research Center thrustor, Hughes solar panel-power conditioning
equipment, and the Hughes 9 ft cryowall vacuum chamber. The heater
supply output was limited to 3.25 V and 50 A. Cathode No. 19, design 4,
was heated in a vacu_xm system for the purpose of establishing the voltage-
current and heater power-temperature characteristic _. The required
heater voltage was slightly greater than desired. Therefore, the design
was modified by a 10% decrease in cathode mesh length. Thi_ modified
cathode design was labeled design flA. All remaining cathodes of this
series, Nos. 20, 21, 24_ arid'25 _ere of design 4A. The dimensions of
these cathode designs are listed ira TableH. All of these cathodes were coated
with a triple carbonate multithicl_iess layer of 10, .20, and 30 mg/cm '_.
Fig. HI-18 is a photograph of one of the design 4 cathodes, before test.
Cathodes No. 20 and Zl were tested for less than 10 hours each. The pur-
pose of these tests was to establish thrustor and power conditioning per-
formance. Life test of this series of cathodes was initiated with cathode
No. 24. Cathode voltage-current and power-temperature characteristics k,
for design 4A cathodes are shown in Figs. HI-19 and III-20. The two
curves of Fig. LII-20 are for cathodes Nos. 20 and 24. This shown spread
in cathode temperature for a given heater power was caused by the varying 2
" degrees of cathode darkening.
Life testing of cathode No. 24was performed with the thrustor oper-
ating parameters set as follows:
accel voltage = 3.5 kV
_.. de'eel voltage = 2.5 kV .,, v
,. ,- beam current = ,.,250 mA :
are voltage _ °36 V
' _' arc cui-rent = 2.3 A ;"
mercury flow' = 300 mA. " ,,/
/ . , i_
I.... .J-" . . ' / - -. ' .
, The power conditiot_mg equxpmetat was set.to increase cath,0deypower to maxn- v
...... ta.in"aconstant beam current. "'i.,,_her._sttlting'variationof c,atl_bdepower and "
""".':,, o temperature with lifeis sho_',_i'-inF _. III_21.: L'ifetesting"_of,cathode No. 24
was terminated aRer 230 hod'r.s. ThiS<_athode test was terminated due to its
,, _, exposure to the atmosphere. This ex_osuz_e was necessary to replace dam-
"_ ,_...... ' ,, :'- " ",4 " _ "-_
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. with acathode power of 28 W,- mercv_ry flow of 15/_n_A,
. _. and amagnet_ current of [0 A. '; , ,.,..
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_,ged filament transformers withinthe vacuum chamber. Up.)n removal of
this cathode from the thrustor, it wa:; noted that the oxide coating was dis-
colored, indicating a carbon deposit, .Chemical analysis oitbe oxide coating
indicated that its composition was at }east 3% carbon. This carbon deposit
undoubtedly was responsible for the Lncreasing cathode thermal emissivity,
thereby requiring an increasingheater power with life. AIsQ_ the carbon
coating probably Contributes to decreased cathode emissior:., thereby re,-
quiring an increased cathode tern.perature. (See Fig, III-Zl.) The carbon
depobit on the cathode'was a result, in part, of a layer of diffusion pump oil
in the bottom of the 9 ft chamber. This oil had accumulated'due to ba'ck ,,
streaming. This oil film was removed in order to J.mprove cat[,ode perfor-
mance during the next test. The test was then resumed and succezsfully
completed with cathode No. 26. Because this cathode had an encapsulated
powder coating, it will be reported further on, in S_ctionIII-F. , , ' _,
/ /i{I
' Cathode No. '2.5 was fabricated as a back-up for c_thode No. 24.
Cathode No. 26 was used for continuation of these ,,testS, therefore, cathode
No. 25 was not needed; hence, it has not been life tested.
D. Disk Cathode s ':' ':
,i
,, Disk Cathode Nos. 1 and 2.
i .: . ,, .J
The disk cathode was the second type of cathode to be ,evaluated under
t_is contract. This cathode design was to maintain the advantage of the flower
cathodes, e.g., the low work function of an oxide Coated nickel surface, yet,
pt:_ovide greater storage of emitting material and increased reliability with an
,, indiirect heater. This cathode contained 50 nickel disks (0.0005 in. thick)
,, coated with a triple carbonate layer of 10 mg/cm 2. This provided a storage
of about 7 gm of emitting material. This cathode ready for installation in a
1:5 cm Simulated thrustor, is shown':in Fig. III-22. This cathode-thrustor
combination was tested in the mercury vacuum station. This test lasted :
3,.24 hours for the cathode; the arc was burni'ng during 267 hours. .The initial
and, final catl_ode temperatureol_O_ver relationships are shown in Fig. III-23.
'_Heater power, °mercury flowirate, a'rc current _nd voltage, and magnetic --
'" / field Were' varied through th/(s life tes't, However,_:', the nominal values for
/,. these ua_ameters were heater oower e_ual to 52'W_,,,'Yrlercury flow rate of 370
,, VaA._ arc cur.rent of 4 A at an arc _ ,voltage of 40V, aa_ita magnetic field of
""//_ . ,_' ( °° The performance of tl_e disk cathode in'the simulated thrustor is
/ .., best°shown by plottlng the test data a_ _"described below. Figure Iii-24 shows , :
_.. the arc vol_ge as a £unction ol/cathode temperatt_re for a fixed arc current, .
.7 ' : _ - _' ....
",- mercury, flow, . rate, and magn_tlc fzeld. The cat_'ode, temperature._o plotted, on ,. ._, '
..... _. the zabsclssa is tha_-temperat_re ,resulting froln_]Ye heater power setting ..'
• \\' ':' ,_.' only, that is, the hdater pov_e'r remains constant for each data point and deter- :- " .:
' '-:i'.- _aihes the cath0de temperat_Ire °p_ot_ed. I As th_arc voltage is increased ' ,..
_ _tant arc curreut) the _/_ p_r obwously increases, and°psrt of th_s ,_
° -" _ increase_ a_i;c power.i_ used t_hea_the cathode. The i_creased arc voltage , °
- " "/ ,,-_ H' " . . ,_ _ ° ° '
• _.¢ _,: ,_ _ . , _ ,, (1 -.. . -, .
I " r,. '- . . . !/ . ,.' _,.!_'-" ' ,, ,_,.._
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increases the Hg ion energy, and ion erosion of the emitting surface sho:,ld
increase. Since the cathode emission level increases (or cathode tempera-
ture decreases) with increasing arc voltage, the cathode heating by the arc
puwer more significantly determines the emission level than does the in-
creased ion erosion• This cathode design appears to be quite resistant to
ion sputtering damage. Arc current as a function of arc voltage, for fixed
mercury flow rate, cathode temperature, and magnetic field is shown in
Fig. III-25. Figure III-26 shows the arc voltage as a function of magnet
current for a_l other parameters fixed and Fig. III-27 shows trl_ arc current
as a function of magnet current for all other parameters fixed. Finally,
Fig. III-g8 shows the arc voltage as a function of mercury boile_" tempera-
ture or mercury flow rate, again with all other parameters fixed. The cali-
bration of the mercury feed system is shown in Fig. III-29.
The performance of the disk cathode in the 15 cm simulated thrustor
at the end of the 324 hour test was essentially the same as at the beginning.
The most significant change in this cathode during test was in appearance;
Fig, HI-30 shows this cathode after test. The flaking of the coating was
caused partly by water absorption upon removal from the vacuum system.
The b_.ack deposit covering most of the cathode is believed to be carbon
(this is based upon previous analysis of darkened cathode coatings). The
deposit on the vacuum envelop- (sec Fig.IV-2 ) was spectrographically
analyzed and found to be 18% chromium, 10_]0nickel, and iron. Anode and
screen are made from 304 stainless steel. Mercury ion sputtering of the
screen undoubtedly results in the deposit on the glass envelope.
Weight measurements of the cathode-heater assemoly before and
,after test show a weight loss of 2.18 g. The expected loss from binder and
CO 2 is 2.2 g. ,,Loss of nickel sputtered'_from the front cathode shield is
re&dilv apparent from a comparison of Figs. III-22 and HI-30. This loss
of n_ckel could balance the gains resulting from water absorption and
"carbon" deposition. It is concluded that the loss of oxide coating due to
mercury ion.spUttering is not significant. ' . ,.
" ,:Disk / ,cathode:No. I was subjected to a second test. Itwas placed
in the ion subhma_lon v_,cuum chamber wld• h is free ofi/C_rmgs, greases,
and oils. Therefore, hydrocarbons shoulu not be present. The objectives
of these tests'were (I) to determine to,,w,hatextent thzs cathode could be re- _,
actlvated ,_ter exposure to the atmosphere, (_) to Investl_ate removal of
the bla,_k//coatingby mercury ion sputtering and (3) to extend the lifetesting o ,
' ,he:_te_r-cathode>assembly_ As compared with the firsttest of this• c_ithode,a further incre e of heate_rpower is required o a given cathode° ,_,
t_mperature, a_iis shown ,inFig. III-Z3. During'this second.test, the cath=
-ode nevex -ullyactivated. Tileperformance was characterized by operation
at either ion.arc voltage and higl_current (ZO V and 4'_) or,high,_oltage and •
low ctirr_rit(60 V an_i'_ilA).' Stable-0peration _t intermeclfate voltage and ':° ),
:_,__curTe_nt_gulxinot be'maintained. Ti_e he&terpo.wer u:sed?ranged _om 70 to'- _-
'-'.... 180 W., • t low heater power and high arc current, lod&lized heating or wMte.
,, ,,• ,°Spotscot_i be_observed on t,he Cathode _surface. <"For-_hJssecdi_d _"est,the -
dewas maintai-ne.d_ ......_: c_tho at;:operatingtemperature" for 480 hrs.' and ,thea_rc.....,_ _.,
o ,, .... - ' _' . _' v _ / -%- .g , ,
/''.-_1/' ,. ,.:,.,,,. "-c °,, °. " " .--" ", " . '.. ° .... < -' "<_..... ' ':" _"....
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Fig. III-26. Arc voltage as a function of magnet current for a cathode
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• 335 mA, and arc current"of 4 A. Disk cathode No. I. :,
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was on for 460 hours. Most of this arc time was accumulated at the low vol-
tage-high curret_t mode of operation. The mercury flow rate averaged over
600 mA for this second test. The heater remained intact althougha heater
power of 180 W was used for the last 300 hours of this test. The appearance
of the cathode after termination of this second test is shown in Fig. III-31.
The weight loss for this 480 hour test was 0.56 g. The emissive coated disks
original weight was about 12.5 g. Even at this high loss rate of cathode ma-
terial, mainly by evaporation at localized overheated regions, sufficient
material remains for a life in excess of 10,000 hours. The test was termi-
nated becaase no increase in cathode activity could be observed. Lack of
athode activation was a result of the slower erosion or ion sputtering of the
nickel disks as compared to the erosion of the emissive coating. The nickel
surfaces shield the fresh oxide coating from the plasma. To overcome this
difficulty, or to increase the erosion rate of the disks, a thinner nickel is
required.
Since disk cathode No. 2 was already fabricated with 0. 0005 in. thick
disks, and since it was desired to test a cathode with thinner disks, this cath-
od_ was set aside untested.
Disk Cathode No. 3
This cathode was fabricated using nickel foil as thin as 0.0002 in. and
50% transparent. The nickel disks for cathodes Nos. 1 and 2 were 0.0005 in.
thick solid foil. This factor five decrease in nickel content was for the purpose
of matching the erosion rates for the nickel and the oxide coating. Fig. III-32
shows this disk cath'ode. This cathode was used in a complete 15 cm thrustor
and was tested in the 2 ft cryowall vacuum chamber. The cathode temperature
power relationship'is compared with that for other d_k cathodes in Fig. III-33.
The increased heater power of 100 W_ required for a temperature of 850°C Br,
as compared to 70 W for cathode No. 1, results in pa/-t from separation of the
disks_ The thinner nickel disks deformed on heating and the lack of good con-
tact between disks results in a lower temperature for the top disk for a given
heater power. In the first portion of this lifg test, sa£1sf_tctory thrustor_ per-
formance could be obtained and was as follows: o
o
_- heater power r= .50 W " L! ,_
U, arc voltage .... = _35 V , ':'
'_ arc current' = 1.5 A
acc voltage " = 6.0 kV - ,,
dec voltage _ = 6.5 kV _ c, oi beam current ,:, = 220 _mA _ _ •
:' i_'"
,:,"'-',,mercury ut_liza_ti()n =- 85%. ,.....
=" ,._ For'loUver accel vol_ges ir_ the range of 4 to 4.5 kV, heater°po@er as high as'
- ],40 to 150 W was required. Intermittent ir_creases in chamber pressure to ° ._
c- "_ above i0-5 Torr were observed during_this test. Al,te!_, 260 hours of cathode °
life, a h@ater power.of 180 W was insufficient to maintain°a stable arc. A •
vacum_/leak was found and eliminated by:replacing the'O-ring_ron .the,_thermo-u
_couple feed through _ort. The n0table cha_ge in cathode appearance during o _
o ,,, test was the s_para_tibn of •disks, previou_sly described. _ 0
o;, o -.
v Oo , I.
_' _ ,, 69' - °_ " "
,_,; 0 _, _ , _ ,_
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Disk C;Ithod¢, No. 4
This cathode was f;lbricated using a chfferent technique in assembly
of the disks. Thv disks wer,. stacked while :_tJll wet with binder. Also, a
pAckel ring was spot welded in position to prevent disk separation. This cath-
ode was installed in a cGmplete thrustor and life testing commenced in the 2 ft
cryowall vacuum chamber. The cathode temperature-heater power relation-
ship is shown in Fig. III-33. The heater power required was greater than ex-
pected, again indicating disk separation. Life testing continued for approxi-
mately 190 hours with a typical operating point as fellows:
//.
/,
./
heater power = 150 W
arc _oltage - 40 V
arc current = 1.6 A ,"
acc voltage = 5.0 kV /
dec voltage = 1'.0 kV
beam current = 220 mA
mercury utilization = 85%. ¢,
, Intermittent increases in chamber pressure were,,observed during this test
period., The test was terminated after 190 hours to replace the cathode with
a design requiring lower heater power. Upon cathode removal, separation of
the disks was co.nfirmed. The chamber was made completely leak tight even- ,
,- tua,lly by replacing a portion of the cryowall. /,Further tests with'disk cathodes
Were not attempted, however, because of the success experienced in the mean-
time with encapsulated .,coating on flower cathodes. Therefore, during the re-
maining period of the contract, effoi-t was concentrated on cathodes with en-;/
capsulated coating. , ;, ,,
[:!
¢ ' ',7 ".
E. 'Impregnate d Cathode _ _,
t
,, " ""NASA 'Lewis"Res'earch _nter supplied, for.ev'aluation iu simulated ' ,
" thrusters'," impregnated cathodeS'in two geometries: (1),.cylindrical knd (_-) '
.... hollo_v. "These ,geometries wit_//_some' outline, dimensions are shown in,' Fig.
, . HI_-34'. The emitting region of_these c_thodes 'consistof porous tl_,ngsten '
'i , (2 to 5 _ pore- size and app.rox_/mately_ 8b0% of the0reticai_'tungsten '_iensity) ira- "'
- " pregnated with a barium-CalCium al_m_nate... Th,_-enaitteringzar_as .of the .. ,. . "
,, cylindrical and hollow catholics"are ab0'ut'8, 5 cm and 1.0 cm , respectively:: - _
- o , Three of these i_z#r,vr=gnated cathodes were tested; two ,_,]£lindrical ' ::..,<_
.... :. and 6he hol_ow._, The activation p-lo_edulde f0_ thesi_ c_i_hodes consi_ted of ° ,.."
, . ' baking t_on-sublimat_ll c_'amber at Z00°C f.o'r'_piirox_ately 10"holirs. : ..._ "' .
" -._._. "wit h the cathodes held _i_ about 5000Q.o The _hlimber°was -e.0oli_ll to r_o_m", _ .% -:;
.... "_"'.> ,tem,_ perature;' and if....... the_z_iltLmat_ sv,sie_r, .....Vri_ssu_e of atiproximStelv,_ol0"B.'Torr,: .... " ","'
• o . o , ,- * _. ,_ • _o _} j>o • , • . ,,
, , ° . was rea'che_ acttva_I/'co_finiilld by increasing the< cath0de_tlmper,.alure to
,_ . - _ :, !150°C. C_.h0d._.ti_i_eratfires _vere measured with,, both._therm0couples _o<_ ' :_, % ,?
" °° : _ aii '0p_tical: ' pyx_riletffr." .The'm'e_sured _ca,th011i_ tempe_j_ture-h_ater powe_io o .-_o ._ •
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Cylindrical Cathode No. 1 (Tungsten den._ity = 82%)
The mercury _hrustor arc characteI istic using thJ0 impregnated
cad_ode was similar to that obtained with a poorly act_, ated oxide cathode•
This is, an arc current of 4 A could be obtained a ' 20 V or a fraction of an
ampere resulted for 100 V, but stable operation at intermediate values of
current and _oltage was unattainable. With normal values for the thrustor
operating parameters of magnetic field, cat_.ode temperature: arc voltage
and mercury flow rate (Hg vapor pressare), the arc current was intermit-
tent with time• The tl ne variation of arc voltage, arc current and heater
power is shown in Fig. II1-36. From time equal to:l' to 3 hrs., and37 to
41 hrs._ the arc voltage and current were 15 V and 4_-8 A, respectively
which was typical of operation _.t high mercury vapor pressure. The arc
power supply can be set to be either current or voltage limited, for exam-
ple_ in the period of 37 tc. 41 hours, the arc current was limited to about
8 A and when this current was obtained the voltage automatically decreasecl
as is shown in Fig. III-36.
From time equal to 42 hrs to end of test, th_ arc current variation
of Fig. II!-36 occurred with a normal mercury flow i-ate of about 200 mA.
These latter variations of arc current were not related to changes in test
conditions such as the heater power setting• For fixed test conditions, the
arc cul:rent periodicaRy increased to several amperes and decayed to zero.
This beilavior indicates that the cathode activity is periodicaUy increased by
diffusion of barium tO the cathode surface. With an a_tive cathode, emis-
sion and ion formation r suit, the mercury ions_then sputter the barium from
the cathode surface witnin about 1/Z to 1 hr. and the emissions drop to zero
again• In attempts to'obtain continuous arc curr,ent, the heater power was
increased in steps to 170 W, where heater failure occurred. This heater
. • i •
failure occurred after 97 hrs. of hfe. The failure consisted of a, melted
heater lead as shown in Fig. HI-37. A change in cathode v;eight or appear- ,
ance due to ion sputtering is not evident. • The sn_iall _eight change measured
is probably the result 0f:vaporized material:at th_ Vie.lnity of the melted
heater lead. During this test, a ,leakage curren_ili_'r,_he_.on pump (which was
used to monitor pressure) or a vacuum leak dev_i_ed_, _To insure that this
type of cathode was properly evaluated, an ionization gauge was installed in
the ion-sublimation chamber and another cylindrical cathode was tested.
:I' "Cylindrical Cathode (Tungsten dens.itY-_.75%) ..... ,_ _:_
This catl_ode was activated using the standard procedure as previ- ,,
ously d_scribed._ The ionizati_on gauge and ion pump indicated essentially
the same chamber pressure, and thi_ pressure remained at about 10 -7 Tort
• or betow for most of this test period. Initially, th_ ar_ characteristics _
using this cathode were similar to tl_e observed with the first cylindrical
.... cathode. The recorded arc voltage and current fbr,a portxon of thxs re°st
" are shov(n in _ig. HI-38. At .fire,t, the only. O_rati_n obtainable"'was at low ,.
,o _rc vol, tage and high c_i_rent Wf_h an excessive 'mercury vapor pressures. _ _,
After about 45 hrs of cathode operati'0nlan arc.coved be maintained at .,u
_ about I A and 40 V" .The performance of._is cath0de was improved cori=' _-.
" " siderably over that for cylindricalcath0d_,,No. I; This _performance ks ,_
._, presente_ by plotting arc current as a f:uri_on _fa,rc voltage for various ..
_:S'_ _ values, of cathode temperature (Fig. IIl-_9);magnetic field (Fig. IIl-_0)_ '_
¢j o
........... _ . o _,_,-.-___ _* . _'..
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Fill, ii-I-37. Impregnated cylindrical cathode No. 1 after test, show-
" . ing the'me!ted heater lead.
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and mercury flow rate (Fig. III-41). The performance of this cathode
appears satisfactory except for the high heater power required for rela-
tively low arc current. After 500 tlrs. of life testing were completed, the
cathode temperature was increased slightly above ll00°C Br, in an attempt
the heater failed. The heater failure con-to increase the arc current, and '
sisted of a melted open heater lead as occurred on cylindrical cathode No. 1.
The cathode weight or appearance did not change significantly • during this
500 hr. test.
Hollow Cathode No. 1
This cathode geometry was d,_vlsed to lessen the deleterious effects
of/mercury ion sputtering of the emitting surface. The emitting suriace for
this cathode is partially shielded from ion bombardment. This cathode was
evaluated in a 15 cm simulated thrustor within the ion-sublimation vacuum
system. The previousl 7 described standard activation procedure was fol-
lowed. As shown in Fig. II!-4Z, the heater power requirement of 200 W for
an operat_,ng temperature of ll00°G Dr results in an excessive watt per
ampere requirement. With this cathode, a stable arc at various voltages
and currents could not be maintained. The time variation of arc voltage
and current is shown in Fig. HI-43. An arc could be obtained 0nly with ex-
cessive cathode temperature (1200°C Br) and mercury flow rate (900 mA). :
The test period was 70 hrs. The test was terminated as a result of heater
failure. Again, this failure"consisted of a melted open heater lead. The
lead failed near its entrance _oint to the cathode body. Typical vacuum ,,
press are during test was 10-" Torr. After test, the appearance of the
cathode :was normal. The poor performance of this cathode probably re .....
'Suits from lack of plasma sheath penetration within the hollow region.
Test Diode ....
A test diode (Fig; III-44) was used during the life testing oi' disk
cathodes Nos. 3 and 4 and flower cathode No. 22. This test diodewas for
the purpos_ of evaluating the environmental conditions with_ln the Z ft
vacuum chamber. By monitoring the test,d_ode emission current, emissidn . , ,_.
poisoning phe,nomena affec*:ng only the thrustor cathode could be separated
,•, o from po,Or vacuum c'ondltlons_ffectlng emission from _both tl_'eti_irustori_nd-
.ote_t_.,diodecathodes. 'The test diOde used an indi_rectly,heated cathodei;and
planar ge0mdtrY. The ,cathode elkiittingarea consisted of oxidecoated "
-, nickel di'Skssimilar to,,thoseof the .disk,cath'0des. These coate_ci-,diskswere " "'?
, spotwe_d_d to the Sides of _i..tur_gsten _ylinder which sur_ounde.d._thecath0de
heate_. " ° " .,"' +
:" ': ,,oWhen vacuum chamber .leal_we'i,eencountered durxng tests of the _ -"
,.'ii_'skcathodic, the t:est°diode¢ur_reni_°dropp_edto essenti_lly°zerO:. Durin.ll°tl_e" "'
:.',. : _/test of _ower_ca'thod_ No, -Z2,_ aft e'r the, c-ryowall l_tks,_were eliminated, 'the " , .s_
t_ °' dlbde wali-"_°pe_ieated_.tem_erature<,limiteilan'd°theemission remained constant
.:, at_tppro._tin_tely 1 i_'for_an an0dd'°vo1=tageof 2_'Y.,",_ "_ '-,;:-=' "';!i,.,ii",,. """
.. ,., t'r' _ " " P " 9' - _ " _: " " _ _J._ " _ % _ " '_" '_ B_.... : _, '
..... o,. "-,...... ":" o,%',, :. _ "'",, ._'.-'° o "%":- , ,_: "_, ,".... ° °.° - ": ..... °: ° ° " '_: .,.°0 '
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Fig. III-43. Cathode power, arc current, and arc voltage versus time
,_ for impregnated hollow cathode No. I.
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F. Nickel Encai{su!ated Powder Cathodes
i
The cathode carbotlate particles were nickel encapsulated to improve
the dbesion and reduce the resistance of the cathode coating. Thick cathode
coatings are required to provide sufficient emitting material to withstand long
' periods of mercury ion bombardment. Two problems associated with thick
l oxide cathode layers are flaking, or poor adhesion, and resistive heating in
the oxide layer, or autocathoding. The objective is to encapsulate each parti-
cle of carbonate with a thin layer of nickel so that the nickel surfaces fuse to-
gether on heating thereby providing adhesion and current paths of low resistance.
Nickel encapsulating of the carbonate particles is accomplished by
using nickel carbonyl vapor. This encapsulating techmque has been discussed
by Maurer and Pleass. 20 The apparatus used ior nickel encapsulating the
carbonate powder is schematically illustrated in Fig. Iii-45. A measured
amount of l!quid nickel carbonyl Nz(CO) 4 is dispensed into the graduated beak-
er, and then the carrier gases (H 2 and N2) transport the Ni(CO) 4 vapor to the
heated reaction vessel containing the (BaSr Ca) CO 3 particles. With the re-
action chamber heated to 120-150°C, the Ni(CO) 4 decomposes with the Ni
encapsulating the (Da Sr Ca) CO 3 particle and CO leaving as exhaust. Any
Ni_CO) 4 that is not decomposed within the reaction chamber decomposes in
the heated (250°C) residual decomposer.
The carbonate particles are in the 2 to 3 _t size range. The desired
nickel encapsulant is about 2¢0 by weight. This amount of nickel provides an
encapsulant thickness less than 0.05 bt which is below the resolution limit of a
light microscope. Hence, the nickel _.ncapsulant can not be observed. X-ray
spectrographs, arc spectrographs, end chemical analyses were made to de-
termine the nickel content of the encapsulated carbonates. The measured
nickel content ranged from about 0.1 to 2%, depending on the sample and meas-
urement technique used. Chemical analysis (gravimetric method using di-
methlyglyoxime) yielded the higher values of nickel content, and arc spectro-
graphic measurements yielded the lower values. i'
Measured values of the resistivity of nickel encapsulated and uncoated
carbonate powders were not of the order of 0.1 and 100 fl-cm that would be ex-
pected for active emitting coatings using these powders:' The carbonates must
be dissociated into oxides and the powder sintered in order,to obtain the expect-
ed resistivities. After activation and removal of the oxide coated Surfaces
from the vacuum system, the oxides are converted.to hydroxides and hydrates,..
This w_ter absorption and problems with contact resistance stillprevent mea_n-
ingful resistivitymeasurements. Performance of the Z mm thick cathode
coatir.gon the cup cathode, andthe 0.2 [o 0.4 mm thick coatings on the flower
cathodes indicate that indeed the nickel encalasulate lowers"the resistance of
the oxide layer. B..tit should be n'otedthat some flaking of the 2 mm thick _:'_"
coating.on the cup cathode did exist. %
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I Flower Cathode No. 18
i
The purpose of flower cathode No. 18 was to evaluate, during a ZOO
f hour test, the emitting properties of nzcr._l encapsulated barium carbonate.
] This first cathode using the nickel encapsulated barium carbonate was sprayed
I! with a multithickness coating of 10, 20, and 30 mg/cm 2 The appearance of
i a portion of this coated mesh, before test, is shown in Fig. III_46. The di-
] mensions of this cathode were those of design _. This cathode was tested using
a 15 cm simulated thrustor installed in the 6 in. mercury diffusion vacuum
system The performance of this cathode _s described by the following test
results. Fig. III-47 shows the cathode temperature-power relationship. As
compared with the heater power required initially for a design 2 cathode
sprayed with carbonates only (75 W for 850°C Dr, -see Fig. III-4), this cathode
sprayed with nickel encapsulated carbonate required an increased heater power
(120 W for 850°C Br). This result is consistent with the darker appearances
(increased emissivity) of the nickel encapsulated carbonate. Arc current as a
function of arc voltage is shown in Fig. III-48, for a cathode power of 100 W,
magnet current of 10 A, and a mercury flow rate of approximately 300 mA.
The increase in arc current with arc voltage most likely is a result of cathode
heating by th_ increased arc power. There is also the possibility that the
cathode activity is increased by the enhanced ion bombardment. Arc current
as a function of arc power for a fixed cathode power of 74 W is plotted in
Fig. HI-49. Also, the arc cuzrent is a function of the heater power and this
relationship is shown in Fig. III-50, where the arc power is held constant at
212 W. The relationship of arc power to cathode power, for a constant arc
current of 4 A, is shown in Fig. LII-51, Since the sum of arc po_er and heater
power does not remain constant for a given arc current, it can be concluded
that the arc power is more effective in determining the cathode temperature or
emission level than is the heater power.
The test period for this cathode was intended to be 200 hours. The
cathode was maintained at operating temperature for 317 hours, and an arc
voltage and cui'rent ¢)f 40 V and 4 A were maintained for 215 hours. The test
was terminated a_' a result of an open circuit in the cathode mesh. The appear-
ance of the cathode mesh in the vicinity of the open circuit is shown in Fig.
. III-52. The loss of cathode coating and nickel mesh by evaporation and/or ,"
sputtering is readily apparent. In the lower portion of Fig. III-52, the nickel
has agglomerated, ifidicating that the temperatureohad reached the melting
point of nickel ([453°C). Two unfavorable condi_tions associated with these
, tests were (1) the mercury flow rate was lower than expected and (2) the
chambe_ pressu_ increased above the norma ! operating range of, 10-6 to
10_ 8 Torr. The mercury feed system was held at a temperature for a flow ,.
,, rate of 250 mA_ but the ,_ercu, ry expended as calculated from weight measure-
ment-before and aft_'r test indicated that the flow rate was about 100 mA.
'- Exther the ap_rtured pl.ug in'the feed system was partia]_ly closed, or the feed
,, system, thermocouple was in error. The vacuum system used _or tl_is test '_,%
o contains an, automatxc,pne_,_at_c valve _nat xsolates the te'st_hamber from_. -."
.'_'- ,__, :_ the pumping,_system on momentary.power failures. After_e cathode failed, ,,
i_f :_i: it-was o_served that this valve._was,closed: The time Ioa,p'_e between valve
• ,i_ clost_re and cathode failure is-not known.,. The ionizati_r_ _auge indicating the
o- pressure xs located on the pump sxde of the valve. ,_ierefore, the vacuum .:
'° ,... . ° o _' '.,: _ .. '_ "°:. . • " )/(_' "o .-" : - . .. .'._"_' o_'o.°>'
'. _- "" 7 h" . _ ".- "
i . - ..'_ , . o- , . ..° " ':. /./x/ ,-"
o
: °,,.... - _' °, " ,?',L. ., ° .,'..... )i_ ." ' .-.
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pressure readings to the cathode failure pmnt were norm,_l. This ionization
gauge will be relocated for future tests. An increased chanlber pres._ur_ _ can
partially poison the emisszoaand cause localized heating. This cathode failure
could be a result of this unfavorable test condition. The over-all appearance
of this cathode, after test, is shown in Fig, III-53. The open circuit is at the
upper left. Most of the cathode coating is intact, The coating, remaining on
a section of the mesh that was removed after test, amounted to 12.3 mg/cm 2
or 71% of the original coating weight density. On this basis, this cathode
coating would have a projected life of only 1100 hours. But from Fig. III-53,
it is obvious that most of the cathode c_ating remains on the mesh. However,
#t should also be noted that the cathode coating is completely eroded or evap-
orated from the mesh in the vicinity of the open circuit (Fig. II--52_.
Flower Cathodes Nos. 22 and 23
Cathode No. 22 was fabricated for a 1000/3000 hour life test. This
cathode was of design 4B, and the pertinent dimensions are listed in Table II.
The cathode emitting layer consisted of nickel encapsulated barium, strontium,
calcium carbonates. The top half of this cathode mesh was coated with a
Z0 mg/cm 2 layer and the bottom half was coated with a 40 mg./cm 2 layer.
The cathcde instal'_d in thrustor and life tested in the
was a complete was
2 zt cryowall vacuum chamber.
_£his cathode was at operating temperature 1650 hours and a beam
current of 200 to 250 mA was maintained for 1013 hours. After testing for
1013 hours oI beam life, this cathode and thrustor performance was essen-
tially identical with initial performance. The test was interrupted at this
time because of lack of contract provision for more extensive life testing.
During life test, the cathode power was increased from 50 W to only 58 W.
_ TyFical life testing parameters were as follows:
cathode power = 58 W
arc voltage = 40 V
arc current = 1.7 A :
,, accel voltage = 5 kV
decel voltage _ 0.6 kV _
" beam Current = -227 mA
mass utiliT.ation efficiency _---85%.
: , After 810 hours of beam life, a seal in the mercury feed system _
0p_ned and the,;reservoir was emptied. Thus, it was necessary to expose the _
" cathode to atmop_phere _urir/g the repair and refilling of the merctzry feed
system, " ' "By vlsual _nspectzon of the cathode at this time, it was estimated
that" tl_e',i0n sputtering of the oxi_ze coating was negligible. ToOminimize Ba,
St, Ca h_droxide-hydr_te formatiorl during cathode exposure, the cathode
temperature was l_eld at about 150°C during exposure to air. After the:
thrustor w_s reinstalled in the vacuum chamber and'a 10"7 Tort p_essure
'J ', o
' 0
o
• 0 o
• o _ ,.
o ,; ,j ,, L
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' Fig. IH-53. Flower cathode No. 18 after test. Open circuit is at
: upper left. o
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was obtained, the cathode reactivated readily and the thrustor operating
parameters were re-established as listed above.
A more complete description of the cathode-thrustor performance is
shown by the following graphs. Fig. III-54 shows the cathode temperature-
power relationship. As this cathode was instaUed in the 2 ft cryowall
vacuum chamber, itwas necessary to rr_easure its temperature optically
from its reflected image. Therefore, tile actual temperature was probably
Ligh'_r than that shown in Fig. III-54- Nevertheless. the low operating
temperature, in the range of 800°C Dr for cathode powers of 50-60 W, indi-
cates that this cathode has remained an active emitter throughout this life
testing. Arc current as a iunct,.on of arc voltage is shown in Fig. III-55.
These data are for mercury flow rates of 220, 300, and 340 mA. The
numbers on the curves are the values ofm,_asured beam current. Arc cur-
rent as a function of arc voltage v¢lth cathc,de power as a parameter is
plotted m Fig. IIi-56. A considerable decrease in arc current is not evident
until the cathode power and arc voltage are decreased below 50 W and 35 V,
respectively.
This cathode, after test, is shown in Fig. III- 57. The cathode
mesh appears in good condition without excessive ion sputtering, but the
back support plate has been partially sputtered away. The loss of support
plate has permitted the cathode mesh to sag irom its orxginal shape, To
w_thsta,_d the ion sputtering, this back plate t.hickness ce.n be increased
w_thout difficulty or without changing the cathode characteristics. A por-
t,on of the mesh was removed and the oxide canting remaining after test
was measured. A coating loss of 34qo was calculated from these weight
measurements, but considerable oxide coating.was lost in the process of
removing a portion of the cathode mesh. Theft:fore, these weight measu_re-
l_ents do not serve as an accurate measure of _ae oxide coating lost as a
result of life testing. From visual inspection, there is no significant4oss
of oxide coating. The nickel"encapsulated powder was appliecl to the cup
cathode emitting surface to a thickness of 2 mm 'Lt50" mg/cm2) without
resistive overheating (autocathoding) or sparking_iproblems. Therefore,
the oxide coating for the flower cathodes, using n!ckel encapsulated powder,
could be increased by factors of 7.5 to 10:, "With tl_is increase in oxide "_
. . . o . , •
coating thickset;s, sufficient o,xxde would be avaxla_>le to withstandmore than
10,000 hrs. of ion bombardment, even if one assu_es that 34_0 of the coating
was lost during thls test. '\
Cathode No." 23 was fabricated°as a bac,}_up i_orcathode No. Z2.
Cathode No. 22 served properly; therefore , cathode_N
_ 0. 23 was not tested.
C O '-' \i '_
:' ,Flower cathocleNo. 26 " ,\
,\\ Ii:Thiscathode, using nickei encapsulated powd , Was.fabricited for - /'
us_ with a LoRC thrustor and Hughes power conditioni_ig equipment. Re- _
• t p_rovidod a ;"quirefl t_sting of this thrustor and power conditioning e_uipmen
;} means of obtaining additional tests of the encapsulated"'_,_\owdez _athodes. ,'
/" ' Cathod_ life testing w,s. performed with the thrustor op_,ting pa_.ameters fy/ "i/ : ill
,-_
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set as previously listed on page 47.
The variation of cathode power and temperature for this test is
also plotted in Fig. III-21. The test was terminated after a total of 500 hours
for both cathodes No. 24 and 2b, as a 500 hour test was the objective set for
the thrustor and power conditioning equipment• This cathode performed with-
out a continuing increase in cathode power and temperature. This improved
performance was due to the improved environmental test conditions. The
cathode appearance after test was a light gray, which is characteristic of
active emitters. This test therefore was successful, even though i't was too
short for reliable extrapolation to very long cathode life.
Cup Cathode
The cup cathode was designed to take advantage of the desirable fea-
ture of an indirectly heated cathode and to eliminate the disk separation prob- I,
lem of the disk cathode. The desirable feature of an indirectly heated cathode
is that the heater need not be exposed to the ion bombardment• As listed in I_
Table. II, the emitting area was 8.Z cm and the frontal area was 3.2 cm. For
an arc of about Z A which is the typical requirement for a 15 ¢m thrustdr, the
emission density requirement was about 1,/4A/cm 2. The emitting area was -
sprayed to a coating weight of 150 mg/cm_which is equivale,nttca thickness
of about 2 ram. The emission coating u'_edwas the nickel encapsulated triple
(_carbonate. _The'totalamount of emitting material was approximately I.2 g
,(',which should be sufficientto supply the sputter losses for I0,000 hours of ,
operation. Figure III-58is a photograph of this cathode before test. The "
essential construction details of this cathode are shown schema'tically in
Fig. H-5. This cathode was tested using a 15 cm simulated thrustor in the
6 in. mercury diffusion vacuum system. The heater power required for vario,_s
cathode temperatures is shown in Fig. ,III-59. For a normal cathode operating <
temperature of 8_0°C Br, an emission _urrent of 2 A was obtainable with an arc /,
voltage of 75 V. This resulis_in an acceptable power-to-emission ratio of
15 W/A. Arc current as a function of arc voltage with cathode power as a .
,< parame,t,er is shown in Fig. II_:60. An arc cur;rent of only I,,0 A was obtain- _/,_
able with,the desired operating arc,Foltage,and heater power of 45 V. A ,s"
o • typical life test operati'hgl,point wasas follows: _' _ ',, ,/ -
/'/ o " . J ';;',, :"I/ ,- i Z"
, , o;_hea/_'erpower = 38.8 W _ , ,,¢,,
o ., arc'current !" = I A " _ _ =""II . _,/-
° " -merCury flow - = 200 rnA ,? " '_ '_ ' i ,, ,._., _'"°
" " magnet current if'= 20 A. '!,,J/,/o , ':,,: ,.,I'_ ", /i :,,:"
' _ " _ /_ ',//L, - ,_ ,;' , , , o ,, ,,
With the c u cathode ope atlng at 2.5 A, the ver ¢_
e,current,,densxtyowas_' ,._'-I_o ,-,_
° approximately 0.3 A/cm ; and although sor_ r.esis_IV_ heatin_w_s evident,
the heate_" p'ower setting remained the c0n_olling parame,ter for"the emlss!on ,. _-,
current: The life test_eri.c_i consisted _9/_96 hours°for the cathode'_at_'oper_ - !_
°j' ° '_ a_ing_temper_tu_e ,a_nd bS_h0urls_or the _rc on time.. _ The test.was te'_inated .
a_ a result, of an open circui_ heater. _he heater p0wer W_s increased ,tb: o "y ,
75 W. m attem._ts to further activate th_ cathode for lhc_eased emlsslon,,at _ .,,
..., :" _,_ V of arc voli<ag e. Fo-r lt_itg, life, j$i_i_ 75 W of he.. 'ter,, powel _ was,too,la_, t_. o .--_. ,
_ " " " _'- ' "_ Ii(:'--'-'- J" o e
o_> o '_ " II o 'J. :' I_., ,. ':/.i'd
. [ - ./. - o', .. e • . .- --: o o. ,;_ ,_7_ '-' °
.11
I' ¢_ o o 'o ' - " o " • ",1 _l
° ° ' • " ' "'°' /kl \ ,"_ r_),>°,..,Z_., ,_ ,.: _ -- ,,-:" o °_ .,o o
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' Fig, 111-61 Cup cathode after test. ,,
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G. Heaters
At the higher cathode operating temperatures, the heater failure rate
approaches that for cathodes. Typical life data from Beck 3 ir, dicate that prob-
lem, with long l:.fe (3000 hours +) heaters are encountered at cathode tempera-
tures of about 1200°C. This was another reason for concentrating our efforts
on the low temperature oxide cathodes.
For the directly heated cathode., our previous experience had shown
that a failure problem was concerned with the connection for the flower cath-
odes fabricated under this contract. A nickel sheet was welded in good con-
tract with the cathode mesh (before coating). To date, no failures have been
encountered for this heater lead to mesh connection.
The heater design for the indirectly heated cup cathode is shown in
Fig. III-63. The tungsten heater wire was alumina coated to minimize tung-
sten evaporation onto the alumina support. Fig. III-63 also illustrates the
d._sign f_atures of the heaters used with the disk and impregnated cathodes,
although the disk cathodes used a flat heater geometry and the heaters for
the impregnated cathodes were potted or entirely enclosed in insulation.
As mentioned under the test results for each cathode, the heater
leads failed for the impregnated cathodes, and for the cup cathode the heater
failed near a lead. Obviously, the lead failure can be minimized by increas- <,
/ ing the lead diameter, and method Of increasing heater reliability can be
seen from the following analysis.
iJ
The heater power isftransferred from the enclosed surface (heater)
to the enclosing surface _athode) primarily by radiation; this transfer is
go':erned by the relation zl
'_' 77,/ " ,
o , ,.
..... ,_" /_;/ P oA] T 1 ° TZ ' /
,;J I -- /)/ /" o
" ,,_,, -.-- 1-2, 1 A1 1 "':" '- /'/"
'" ' + 7; cz ' i "--'.' ,_--" " Z k tt_ .; "
" A p///_
whe re: / ° _.,_/ ,_
,,y A = effective :he_ater radiating ar_a
-i_' 1 .. .. ,, '
" i' '!_ '_ A 2 - totalcathode radiating areao /_::;_
i A1 A Z _ "
o o o _, ,/i ,op ',1 , j"
' i "¢1 and ¢Z _" emissivities-of and ,,,' j
T I and Tz- = '_ heateroand cathode temperatures. _ o // ., ._,.,
o o o v u
': " o ],_ :
The oheater"temi_rature for a given powder transfer i_ n_ini_r_iz$das A IIA z '>,-..>':'
- ,, u
_ _o
o o .,o ,. , -_> 0 . ,;_ ,l ., , . '- %%
":_J) o. "> ° ° ",. _., _- ,, _ l
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HEATER LEAD Ni SHEET lsoa-s
)'CATHODE '
MESH
O.02cm

approaches unity. Therefore, the design changes for future cup cathodes wo_tld
include an increased heater area in relation to the cathode area.
0
r-,
iIV. FACILITIES
The major facilities needed for this cathode s,_udy program were
thrustors, vacuum chambers and power conditioning equipment. Chemical
and metallurgical laboratories, cathode spray room, furnaces, and other
general purpose facilities also were used as required. Some of the earlier
cathode tests were completed using 10 cm diameter thrustors that were
available at the HRL. For later cathodes tests, two 15 cm simulated
thrustors and c ,_ complete 15 cm t}',rustor were fabricated. A simulated
15 cm thrusto., .long with a mounting plate and a disk cathode is shown in
i Fig. IV- 1.A 6 in. diameter oil diffusion vacuum station was converted to a
":i mercury diffusion system. The water cooled baffle and roughing lines were
, converted to refrigeration cooling. ,In additiotL, the liquid nitrogen traplsing.system was rebuilt to provide optically tight ba.ffling. The power condition-'
.j ing equipment for the simulated thrustor tests consisted of cathode heater
'e
._ supplies, dc magnet-suppll ,s, boiler heater supplies and controllers .and
:_ " arc supplie s . Two consoles containing one of each of these listed supplies
• ' were fabricated. A simulated thrustor, power conditioning console and
mercury diffusion vacuum station are s_own in, Fig. IV-2. A schematic
,_ _,diagram of l_le simulated thrt/st0r-cathode test set-up is shown,in Fig.
_ iV- 3.
\
_ "_ An ion-sublimation pumping syste'_a was manufactured to provide a
I < ,b_kable vacuum-chamber which produces a very high vacuum, completely • ,
hy_!rocarboniree. _ ALl seals are metaI to,metal, thereby eliminating all
gr_a_ed o-rings. The subhmatlon pump I_ a Varlan Model 956-5030 and
the ,_on pump i_ a Hughes Vacuum Tube P_roducts 30_li_er/sec pump. A .
typi'cal pressure dtir'iag cathode test, using this system,_vas 10-8 Tort. ,
,. This system, includl_g _ simulated thrustor mou_ted on the end plate, is
: shown imFig. IV-4 .... < ':
'" The Cqmpiete thr_stor, fab=icated ,aspart pf_this Contract, .Consisted
i _z, <,_ of the accelerator optic@, th_ustor discharge chamber, isolator, flow meter, ,_
! o vaporizer, ai_d mercury rese_bir. These items and the test equipment are ,
" - ' , shown_,chematzcally lli Fig. IV-5., A photograph of this"_oli_plete thr_Istor .... '
:_( <<as it was irlsl_i1°ed in tl_e 2_t_ chambe,_ is show, n,ih Fig.-IV:6 .... The power o
_I _, Con_i_ioning"_tquipment for the_complete thrustor ,tests, an_! the°_ ft cham_
-, o .... be_,r were:available prior to tfliii ContracL These latter two t_ems required _ ,_
• - " ,-only modific_ti,on8 in order to com"lete these caCho_de-thr(fstor_tests; °,.J .....
•. " : Fig. tV;.Tshows the thrustor power.conditioning equipment and _ ft." vacw_n ,
o _ ..,-_:':_..__" - o ;__ °" °:-'_-_o_,"° ° '° C)' ':_o>...o- 'i?__ : ,,'L:,"..'-o_°7,_ ", .'_ <. .:'_ :' " "
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDED FUTURE PROGRAM
The flower c_athodes have performed satisfactorily in a number of
200, 500, and-100_'hr, life tests• These tgst results indicate that 10,000
hr. missions us_r_g flower cathodes are p0_sible. Nickel encapsulated
cathode powder/,_vas used for coating the flower cathodes fabricated during
' M
the latter port)On/: of the contract perzod./. In the body_ of thzs report, thesecathodes, alo.ig with the cup cathode, w_;re discussed under the heading of
'!nickel enca/_sulated powder cathodes, h This encapsulated powder provided
improved c///_ating adhesion and redug&d coating resistance. Cathode flaking
(lack of c_ating adhesion) arid cathode sparking (autocathode or high coating ]/
, -/, ,,
resistance) have limited cathode _fe on the early oxide cathodes fabricated /
under t_,is contract, and'elsewhere. This nickel encapsulated powder has
provided means, of increasing t._e oxide layer thickness, by a factor of 7.5
to 10,/and minimizing the co_'ing adhesion and resistance problems. From
the r_,'easurem ents of oxide c:oating remaining after test, life projections
- ma_!range from a few thousand to tens of thousands of hours. Accurate
pr_'ections of the oxide coating life aren°t available as the coating weight
is influenced by factors other than mercury ion sputtering. These factors
influencing coating weight include carbon deposits, sputtered metal" deposit
(f_ower cathode No. 13_,/evaporative loss from overheated inactive areas,
_6oating flaking, and w_
r absorption.
" ,, + Measurem_nts i-equired of he sputtering rate of oxide cathode
/i sputtering facilxty de/_eloped on Contract NAS 3-6Z73 should be suitable for _i
surfaces by mercury:_ons, of various energies and densities. The liquid-
measuring, the oxide//coating loss due tO ion sputtering only. The thickness(resistance) of the o/_ide layers on most of the flower cathodes @as adjusted
" so that resistive h_ting (autocathoding) was not a serious problem. But
'i_ 'more definitive ty_e rn_asurements of oxide layer resistance are needed. +
For these n_easu_m_nts well activated-oxide layers should be used and, the , °
,7.... resistance v_s a ffnc_ion'0f layer thickness for various amounts of nzckel
i eL_capsulating the cathode powder pa_f:icles shoul_d be measu_-ed. These
_- " _ results would°serve to optimize the _methods of sto_ing sufficient emitting .-
Iffi
mater_al to "sputtering losses for theod¢sired life'time; . oj o .
The fl. cathode failuresothat were a result of an open circuit in the
i_ ni_kei mesh _n be"a_ttribut_d _o cathode inactivation resulting from poor. ' _o
• vacuum . This_,¢ath0de,inacti_.ation permits the ar£ to concen-
• , ° .trate _ small region and, rr_elt _the:nicl_el mebh. A_ possibility that /
: should overlo_ked'f0r increasing flcWeroCathode" r,eliability is the use _'
_of a -meolting-tem_erature materzal, e, g., tungsten.+
"I. " " ,., " . !! "_.. __, ". - - " "
_ +° °o_ - : )r the vartoua flowe_ cathode designs, one _aramete_ that wab _ - .
, " varxed _ ,g the _pacxngo.betwe_n' tl_e fo]¢ls, of the nickel me_h;. For+the dedxgn .. ,,
._ . _ :N_. "Z, , th C_ose spacing of _-°fo_ids, inqst spfitte°rir_g Occurred at the front . ,
. , edge o _ :eomesb.+'.For_h_ de_i_n No. _ 4:,.,Wxth x_creased spacmg_ _he back _ o
. heat _ z _ds were sputtered a_way partzally_cathode Nor _).° Thes_ test /_ ..... o.- .
_, " "° " i.esul_ ,indicate that the _fold spacingoand mesh depth a._e _pproximately cot :° :__.: _
_I " _" . .. ":reCt:_'//Neverthelessftadditienal .stt_'dy-,o_t_e c+ath0de-_asma int¢or_cti_q/Is ° _'_ ,, °°
,_, " IF" II , - v • ' _.°- " " ," r ' ° , " a _ "i " . " _ II "
++. II "',+.. °+-'- ., ,. ,+ .... +o- -, .,+.".,'-• "+ - + -- " .-,,'0-
+ o II + + . '. ' . • .0 ' + , - -" . -} + , - + x+,_++-" ., \ '- ;.' "- - " '.
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needed for further cathoc_e optimization. This study would permit determi-
nation of the plaSma penetration within the cathode folds, and emission density
along the depth of the mesh. ,/
],J
During this contract _ome opt_i_nization of the cathode size, location,
and method of mercury feed have lowered the arc current required for a
15 cm thrustor from the range of 4-6 A to approximately 2 A. Flower cathode
No. 22, used in the last 1000 hour lifd test, wasan optimum cathode design in
many respects; for example, {1) the emitting area was reduced so that the
heater power was only abou_ 50 W while the required emission of 1.5-2 A was
still av,_ilable, (2) spacings between the mesh folds were adjusted so that the
plasma sheath penetrated the depth of the mesh, and (3) nickel encapsulated
powder was used to minimize oxide flaking and resistive heating problems.
This optimized cathode designt cathode No. 22, performed very satisfactorily
during its 1000 hour life tent, although some test difficulties were encounter-
e d, such as a mercury feed system,:leak. Althoug h this Cathode design is op-
timized in many respects, additional study of cathode size in relation to dis-
charge chamber size could result in further increases of discharge chamber
efficiency. ,"
; In one case; the disk cathode operated very effectively at a heater
/,' power to a_c current ratio of approximately 13 W/A. In other cases, the
" disk cathode heater power increased to the r_nge of 1,50-180 W for arc,
currents of _A or less, These poor ,:es-,::,-.were caused by heat flow
pr0blems. The proper'Jcontrol of the he..:".g efficiency and the unequai
sputtering 'ofthe disks and oxidq coating are problems of sufficientseverity o
'" that additional tests of the disk cathode are not justifi_. = °
," ., The cup cathodes provides a means of storing ample emitting ma-
" terial to _upply sputtering losses withdut autocathoding, if the proper arr_ounts
of nickel encapsulating the cathode pgwder ai-e utilized. To date, preliminary
'_ tests performed with the Cup cathode, Lave not been _ful!y satisfactory. It is ,_ o
: + believed that in these tests the nickel encapsula.tionwas insufficient. Addit- -+
,ional tests usfng this cathode des_,ghshould therefor_ be performed.
o - _. •
o o The, results obtained With impregnated cathodes were°essentially aS o o_
: _ expected. Excessively high operating temperatures were reqUired for barium o
prooduction and transport to the cathode _urface. These high,temperatures - o
_. .o.o resulted in°high ratlos of heater power to arc current, and low heater relia-_
'"biiity. F_rther thrustor tests of impregnated cathodes are prbbably_not:j_asti-
ofled Without modifications o_ the°irdesign. "These modifications wou_Id consist
° ° ' ' " " ° " "'" -d o ,., ° . e oo J of using a uniform small partxc]_esubstrate that coul _be supphed wxth ampl
°.- " barium to m_tin _' partzal monolayer u_der heavy !o 9 bombardment. + :
, o' ' _ . _,. • .? ,,•_ o - o . o ". . [f .
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